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"I think there are
going to be some
serious
consequences."
Bill Richardson
American ambassador to U.N.

U.N. pulls staff out of Iraq
The Associated Press

flown out with about 70 other
weapons monitors.
UNITED NATIONS - Refusing
Instead, the Americans, plus an
to let Iraq dictate who can in- unspecified number of other
spect its weapons, the United Na- team members, left Baghdad
tions decided Thursday to with- about 11 p.m. for a grueling drive
draw all arms inspectors from through the desert to the JordanIraq after Saddam Hussein Ian border. It was expected to
ordered Americans on the U.N. take at least 10 hours to reach
team out Immediately.
Amman, the Jordanian capital.
The decision to only leive a
The chief U.N. weapons inskeletal crew in Baghdad came spector, Richard Butler, also said
after Iraq would not even let the US -manned U-2 spy planes
six American inspectors stay un- would continue to fly over Iraq
til Friday, when they would have despite Baghdad's threats to

Suspension
leads Sig Eps
to investigate
incident
□ Sigma Phi Epsilon
President Blair Miller
says the chapter is currently investigating a
problem within the University's largest Greek
organization.
By BRANDON WRAY
The BG News
Sigma Phi Epsilon, the University's largest Greek organization,
has had its charter suspended by
its national headquarters.
Charter suspension, which entails something different in each
fraternal organization, for Sigma
Phi Epsilon means that that the
fraternity violated some part of
its code and an investigation will
be conducted to
determine the
chapter's problems and seek a
solution.
Blair Miller,
Sigma Phi Epsilon president
and senior
journalism
major, said the
Miller
chapter, its
national headquarters and Greek
life will investigate the problems that brought on the suspension.
Miller declined to comment on
the exact problems that brought
on the Investigation and suspension. He said he cannot comment
because the whole situation is
still under Investigation.
"I cannot talk about the incident or causes because they are
still under investigation, and
anything I would say would be

speculation," Miller said. "What
happened is that we saw a problem and we asked our national
headquarters for help In dealing
with it, we went to them. We also
contacted Greek Life at the University.
"Whatever happened was a violation of the cede so we were
suspended which is what happens when any chapter violates a
part of the code."
The News has learned that the
problems are related to an incident last weekend involving a
supposed hazing Incident. No
further details were available.
The suspension will not affect
Sigma Phi Epsilon's activities on
campus. Miller said. There are no
limitations on social events, rush,
or participation in philanthropies.
"We will continue to be as active on campus as any other
Greek organization," Miller said
"This will not affect recruitment
or any other activity we would be
Involved in."
Miller said that the supension
was an agreement among their
chapter, national headquarters
and Greek Life. Sigma Phi Epsilon contacted national headquarters and informed them of the
problem.
"We agree with the terms of
the suspension because they will
help us rectify the problem and
make us a better chapter," Miller
said. "This is not negative for
us."
Miller said that when the decision was made to contact
national headquarters and Greek
Life, the chapter took into account its reputation and prominent presence in the University
• See SIG EP, page four.

American ambassador to U.N.
claims Iraq in 'open defiance'
shoot them down.
U.S. Ambassador Bill Richardson declared that Iraq was in
"open defiance" of the United
Nations. "I think there are going
to be some serious consequences," he said, without elaborating.
In Washington, President Clinton pledged to deal "in a very de-

termined way" with the expulsion of the arms inspectors.
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry implied that while the
U.S. government would try to end
the crisis through diplomacy,
Clinton would not hesitate to pursue other means if necessary.
"Even as George Bush said (in
the Persian Gulf War), if it was

necessary to go alone, he would
have gone alone," McCurry said
"And that's true of the United
States when it defends its interests and true of this commander
in chief."
The U.N. Security Council met
Thursday to discuss the expulsion of the Americans but failed
to agree on a response to Iraq's
continued defiance, even though
the IS members Wednesday had
condemned the decision to throw
• See IRAQ, page four.

RSA votes
to support
new union

Last chance?

□ The Resident Student
Association votes unanimously to support the
renovation of the Student Union.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News
The Resident Student Association was in a bind.
On one side was a proposed
renovation of the Student Union,
which has received overwhelming support from resident students.
On the other side was Prout
Hall, which may be demolished
in favor of room for an enlarged
union if the Board of Trustees
approves the plan at its Dec. 12
meeting.
With the assurance that the
Prout program will be relocated,
RSA voted unanimously
Wednesday to approve Bill
1997-1998-2 ~ putting its full
support behind the pr jposed plan
for a renovated Studi .nt Union.
The vote capped two weeks of
often-bitter debate between
Prout residents and other members of RSA. After a proposal to
voice opposition to the demolition of Prout was voted down by
RSA members. Bill 1997-98-2 was
passed without a dissenting vote.

BC Newt Ph««» by Jeremy Martin

John Siebenhar, sophomore IPC major, gets a few putts in Thursday on the 17th green at Forrest
Creason Golf Course. With an inch of snow expected this morning, it may have been the last chance
of the season to brave the elements on the golf course.

Prout is known for its active
hall government and other community-building programs. It is
widely considered the most active of the residence halls.
RSA is the first major organization on campus to take a formal
stance on the proposed plan. The
organization has supported the
idea for an improved union since
Its inception two years ago.
"I think it's important that the
Resident Student Association
take a stand on this issue since
it's so important to resident stu
• See RSA, page four.

Police officers speak to students about use of drug dogs
□ Patrolmen Chuck Devore and Kevin Repeta give
a presentation on the use of drug dogs.
By WENDY SUTO
The BC News
If dogs could speak, they would
be able to tell police officers
where narcotics are in just a few
seconds.
The hall staff of Bromfield
asked the University police to

I

I

give a presentation Wednesday
on the use of drug dogs.
K-9 handlers. Patrolmen Chuck
Devore of the Danbury police
department and Kevin Repeta of
the Northwood police department, came to visit students to
educate them on why using dogs
to sniff out narcotics are so use-

ful. The names of their dogs are
Bennie and Wolfgang.
Devore described the dogs as
being "sworn officers" of the department who aid the police in
finding narcotics in tracking and
area searches, criminal apprehension and article searches.
The way these dogs are trained
is by using what's called a drug
pipe packed with heroine, marijuana and cocaine. To the dogs,

I

this pipe is simply a toy which
they must constantly find. This is
the only toy the dogs are permitted to use, to deter them from
smelling anything other than
narcotics.
These dogs do not live the lives
of normal dogs. They are not
permitted to run around the yard
and pick up sticks nor do they
have squeaky toys. Their only toy
is the pipe.

"We do go out and play catch
(using the pipe)," Repeta said.
"They play when we tell them it
is okay to play. The only time
they get to play is when they find
the narcotic."
Many people think the dogs are
addicted to narcotics, but Repeta
assures them they are not.
"Giving a dog narcotics is like
giving a two-year old narcotics.
It'll kill them," Repeta said. "The

dogs aren't addicted to narcotics;
they're addicted to playing."
Bennie and Wolfgang sniffed
out four areas where narcotics
were hidden inside the Bromfield
lobby. A mailbox, a file cabinet, a
desk and a wall plate all hid the
drugs. It took only a matter of a
few seconds for the dogs to sniff
out each area, whereas it would
• See DOGS, page four.
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Gender role makers meet their match
"I don't want a column about
breaking gender barriers," you
say. "I want a column that will
overstep the boundaries of what
I need to know, so much so that
I will end up questioning
society's values and ultimately,
the future of earth."
So be It.
But before I can explain how I
ended up wearing a skirt In
public (a short little navy number that. If I do say so myself,
nicely accented my behind), I
need to divulge some background Information.
I have been a part of the
Independent Intramural athletics
organization known as Mark's
Bombers since my freshman
year. As there came to be more
teams and more sports to play,
there were more co-ed and all
girls teams. It was only a matter
of time until a girls flag football
team was formed and became
the Bomber Babes.
Not to demean girls, but the
whole idea of girls flag football is
kind of humorous, because the

Tom Mather
majority of
females have
never played
organized
football before
college and
quite a few have
absolutely no
idea what
they're doing
until they play a'
few games. To keep this in
perspective, imagine a bunch of
guys trying to cheerlead (more
on that later). Also, girls tend to
play the game differently than
guys.
For Instance, during a flag
football game. I never thought I'd
see:
-members of a team hug each
other after a successful play
-a member of The Bomber
Babes who twice, twice, caught
the ball and ran the wrong way.
Hence for the rest of the season
her nickname became "Wrong

Way." And she's the captain.
-a defensive lineman storm at
the quarterback, savagely tear
off the quarterback's flag and
throw It to the ground in a
defiant yell, and turn towards
the sidelines so we can all read
In giant letters the word LOVE
on her T-shirt. Upon closer
Inspection I found that the large
bold letters weren't mere letters
but were formed from a series of
daisies.
-a girl get kicked in the head,
only to shrug off medical attention and come back in after one
play. I might point out here that
whoever came up with the name
"Powder Puff" has obviously
never seen girls play football.
-myself in a conversation with
some guys on my own flag
football team saying. "Do you
think if we cut her hair and gave
her a fake mustache we could
get her to play for us?"
"No. Tom. Don't you remember how bad we looked when we
dressed up as cheerleaders?"
Okay, so it's true. For the

second Bomber Babes game, my
roommates and I all dressed up
In skirts and pom-poms to be
cheerleaders. In defense of my
roommates, the whole thing was
their idea.
Between shopping at the
Salvation Army and finding
generous/crazy girls willing to
lend/deface their skirts for an
evening, my roommates and I all
managed to obtain a skirt. One
of my roommates actually tried
on a skirt at the Salvation Army.
He walked out of the dressing
room wearing the skirt in full
view of the clerk and another
roommate of ours and said.
"What do you think? Does it
make my hips look fat?"
To which my other roommate
replied. "No. You're Just big
boned."
So it was that two weeks ago
the ugliest, biggest boned
cheerleaders to ever cross
campus at BGSU made their
voices heard on the intramural
fields and reserved their date
with destiny on the therapist's

couch.
In a move that will damper
what's left of my dating life for
the next 20 years. I must
admit that I took to cheerleadlng
a little to easily for the comfort of
myself and those around me. On
the plus side, by halftime they
voted me captain.
Don't be too alarmed. I didn't
attempt the splits and I still have
no rhythm. Somehow though. I
was the only one to remember
some cheers, including such
classics as: "Dee. Fence! Dee.
Fence!" 'Bomber's cheer with all
their might, we say go, and you
say fight." and. "G. O. Let's go.
G. O. Let's Iright pom raised!
GO!" As the designated captain. I
would lead the cheer and then
do leg kicks until I fell down.
By the next week the spontaneity was gone, our cheers got
old. and the draft got cold. We
proudly hung up our skirts to
rejoin the ranks as fans, remembering the lessons we had
learned. Some of them were:
-Girls wearing flags look

better than guys wearing skirts.
« -Girls play football a lot better
than guys cheerlead.
-There's a reason that only
the cheerleaders of bad teams do
push-ups after every touchdown.
-All skirts are supposed have
"flair" In the back, whatever that
is. (I was informed by the
players that my skirt had good
flalrage. I think they were Just
trying to get some.)
-There are two good ways to
end a cheer. One Is to repeat
something twice, as In. "Go. Go.
Fight. Fight." Thi other is when
ali the cheerleaders lift up their
skirts and "moon" the opposition. [At all times we wore shorts
under our skirts. We may be
crazy, but we're not dumb.)
And yes. in case you were
wondering, we did make a
pyramid. In more ways than one.
it was the ugliest pyramid ever
made. But we hugged when we
were done.
Tom Mather can be reached at
math,-r"< bgrut.bpu.edu or at 210 West
Hall.

Letters to the
Disney speaker intentions misinterpreted
To the Editor:
The purpose of my letter is not to
make light of any opinion expressed
this past week in The News, but to
clarify a much-clouded issue. The
talk of a more "Service-Oriented
University" has been undermined
by the use of the Disney brand
name.
Several falsehoods have circulated about "smiling-happy" BGSU
food service and library employees
reflecting the types of employees
Disney prides itself on hiring.
Furthermore, comments such as
those expressed by Jennifer Spahn in
"Disney puts a smiley face on
struggle" (Nov. 13,1997) have
blurred the issue even further. There
is no argument that "sweatshops"
are wrong and, in the name of
humanity, need immediate attention.
However, the alleged human
rights indignities that she accused

Disney of are not relevant to the
subject of changing to a more
service oriented institution. By
mixing the two subjects, Ms.
Spahn's feelings compromise our
University's progress.
On Monday, November 10, Tom
Connellan spoke on to our
community about the service
industry. From his studies and
work experiences, only one of
which was being a Disney employee, he found that the Walt
Disney Co. provides the best
model of a service-oriented
company.
It is that model that Dr. Ribeau
is trying to apply to our University.
Not "smiley" faces, not Disney
merchandise and not an "If s a
Small World" attraction inside the
proposed new union.
Ribeau wants to restructure this
insbtution to serve us (the stu-

dents, the consumers of its services)
better. That means the restructuring
of policies governing administration, food service, computer services
and any other aspect of this University to provide the quickest, most
efficient, and highest quality service.
To say this change is unnecessary
is ignorant. This paper is swarmed
each semester with complaints from
students over the food, the fees and
the administrabve processes this
school has in place.
By studying Disney (the undisputed leader in high quality service
to its consumers) as well as several
other organization and corporations,
Dr. Ribeau hopes to create a policy
that will be appropriate for BGSU.
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Michael S. Meibuhr
Junior
Commercial Tourism

Students already have the voice
To the Editor:
This letter Is in response to
Natalie Miller's column on
Nov. 12, 1997. I was very disappointed In what Ms. Miller had to
say about the University, and
the way It handles different
Issues.
One of the first things Ms.
Miller address Is the little
response from students about
what goes on around campus.
She then goes on to state "what's
the point of chasing a solution
when it may not be enacted until
after we've left or graduated?"
That Is quite an apathetic
statement to make. She then
goes on to question If the Unlver slty has really asked the students what kind of community
they want. In my opinion, by
creating programs that deal with
community Issues, such as
diversity, new ideas are put into
students minds. All It takes Is
one concerned student to begin
a change. But then, for some
apathetic students, why be
concerned when you'll probably
be graduated before anything
gets changed? Oh wait, you have
the power to change It the
minute you become concerned.
Ms. Miller also mentions
retention problems, along with
the problem of too many committees and such being on
campus. Well, If anyone has

attended any programs that deal
with retention, such as Faculty
Senate, they can see that the
administration Is looking at ways
to make all students feel comfortable here, which Is one of the
biggest parts of retention.
If Ms. Miller has so many
problems with the University,
maybe she should look at
attending a committee meeting
that deals with her complaints.
It Is guaranteed that there are
committees that deal with all
Issues, but they have to be
willing to find them and ask the
questions. At an institution of
higher learning. It Is time to go
after things when you want
them, not wait around for
someone to ask you.
Ms. Miller also addresses
organizations such as USG and
hall governments. She says that
groups such as USG are out of
touch with students. Let me
remind you that USG not only
represents the student body, but
It Is made up of students as well.
Furthermore. Ms. Miller goes
on to talk about the Union. Well,
students' opinions have been
asked and listened to about that
subject. The blueprints have
been shown, different projects
have been looked at. Dr. Whipple
has talked to USG about It. and
Prout has had many meetings
about what will happen In the

upcoming four years.
Right now, Ms. Miller, people
are working on Improving things
such as the health center,
teacher evaluations and library
hours. Maybe before you send
out such a biased, sarcastic
survey you should do some
homework on these Issues by
calling some of these places and
asking questions. There are
plenty of people on this campus
that would love to hear your
Ideas. Maybe you should look
into attending a committee
meeting on one of these Issues,
or attending a USG Grand
Assembly to see what Is
being changed.
Maybe then you can use some
of your creative energy to help
build a better community off the
many positive things Bowling
Green has to offer. Finally, Ms.
Miller uses the term "we" In her
article. Well. Ms. Miller, please
do not Include me as part of
your "we." I am one of those.
students who goes to those
programs and meetings, and I
am very happy with the Improvements the administrators,
students leaders, and all concerned students are making by
voicing thetr opinions to the
right people, at the right time.
Stephanie Halko
Junior/Interpersonal Communication

4

Letter to the editor policy:
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics of interest to the
BGSU community. If you would like to have something printed in The BG News,
we offer you two formats.
•Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced pages).
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be submitted as
Guest columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and considered
based on topic relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone number
(phone numbers are strictly for verification and not for publication). If you are
not a BGSU student, please provide your position or affiliation with the University or the community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in saved on a
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received.
The News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is given and the editorial board deems anonymity is in the proper interests of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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FACT:
In 1995 the United States generated 206
million tons of waste.
FICTION:
Generation of so much waste is not
profitable or encouraged by the controlling
corporations of the world.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
JPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:

"Do you consider five beers
binge drinking? "

Friday, 11/14/97
Anti-Racist Action petition
signing drive (9 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Food Drive Collection (9
a.m. -1 p.m.)
Business Administration lobby.
Allison Fall
Dance
Freshman

Bob Adress
VCT
Junior

Amelia Sandy
Dance
Freshman

Jeff Munafo
Environmental Health
Senior

Brent Edward
I n. iniiiiii.int.il Health
Senior

"Drink what you want
whether it's five or
more you are the one
who has to deal with it
in the momim.' "

"If so - I'm in trouble."

"No."

"Only if it's before
noon."

"Yes, unless it's Thursday, Friday or Saturday."

OHIO Weather
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

"They're a scholarship school and
we're not a scholarship school. So
the way I'm looking at it is we're big
underdogs."

Casino Night Charity
Event (7 p.m. -1 a.m.")
Student Forum. Sponsored by
Resident Student Association.

Mike
Doherty

Air Force One (8 p.m.)
Ill Olscamp Hall. Admission is $2
with student ID. Sponsored by UAO.

Colgate Soccer Coach, on playing BC in the NCAA play-in game
Saturday

University Women's
Chorus High School
Invitational (8 p.m.)
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Admission charged. Call 3728171 or 800/589-2224 for reservations.

FRIDAY FILM

Star Stealers — a cosmic
"whodunit?" (8 p.m.)
Planetarium.

W.VA
| Portsmouth | 45°

KY.

howers T-sIorms Rain

Flumes

Snow

Ice

Public Skating (8 p.m. -10
p.m.)
Ice Arena. Call 372-2264 for
confirmation or additional information.

Sunny Pi Cloudy Cloudy

Via Associated Prmss GraphicsNet

Dance (8 p.m. - 2 a.m.)
Eppler Gymnasium. Sponsored by
Dry Dock Association.
My Children! My Africa! (8
p.m.)
411 South Hall. Athol Fugard's
tragedy of apartheid in his native
land of South Africa. Tickets are $3
and available at the door only.

TODAY'S

WEATHER

Air Force One (11 p.m.)
Ill Olscamp Hall. Admission is $2
with student ID. Sponsored by UAO.

Today
Cold and rain. High: 41. Low: 35.

Billy Corgan, Howard Stern, Conan O'Brien, and Rudy spent last
weekend partying at BGSU.

Saturday.

lust like most homework eicuw*. FRIDAY FILM it not intended to be Uken seriously. HJVC a good weekend.

Snow. High: 33. Low: 33.

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.
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Was Blood Thicker Than
Water: Ethnic and Civil
Nationalism in the Civil
War (3 p.m.)
101 Olscamp Hall. This lecture,
sponsored by the history department,
honors Stuart Givens upon his
Wine Tasting Party (6 p.m.)
Campus Club, University of
Minnesota. The BGSU Twin Cities
Alumni Chapter invites you to a
"Wine Tasting Party" on Friday, Nov.
14. Questions? Contact Doug Jurgens
'88 at 612/341-0536 or 612/881-3322
ext. 211.

OF
AY

Friday, Nov. 14

Public Skating (12:45 p.m. 2:15 p.m.)
Ice Arena. Call 372-2254 for
confirmation or additional information.

^
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10% Discount

R£. Management.
Stop by for a complete
apartment listing.

Apartments Available
Summer 98, Fall 98, Spring 97

9

2 blocks from Campus

fall 98 & Spring 99
One & Two 'Bedrooms furnished and Unfurnished
lor 2 Bedroom summer only limited available
480 Lehman
354-3533

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
f

Village Green Apartments

9{pxv Leasing

Hours: Sun.-Thu. 7am-11pm
Fri.-Sat. 7am-12am

Let your future be with

The calendar of events is a service o/The
BG News for the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University web page.

"GOOD COOKIN COWBOY STYLE"

Open M-T-W-TH and Sat.11 to 3:30
FRIDAYS till 10:00 pm
' So git off your saddle!
and stop on in...
109 N. Main
^Downtown Bowling Greenj

to All Students,
Faculty & Staff
w/ BGSU I.D.

Media 100 User
Certification Training
(TBA)
For information call, 419/372-8181.

• Heat included with rent • All New Appliances
• Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnVUnfurn.
• 1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations
Call For
More

MEN'S SOCCER,
1

Saturday at 1:00 p.m.
at Cochran Field *
^#

z*

BG vs. Colgate
TICKET PRICES:
$3.00 for BG Students with valid I.D.
$5.00 for adults

Winner goes to the NCAA Tournament

-
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DOGS
Continued from page one.

The BG News
Compiled from staff and wire reports

■ CHRISTMAS

Seven-ton Norway spruce arrives in Rockefeller Center
NEW YORK - With the help of a 15-story crane behind the
statue of the Greek god Prometheus, a seven-ton Norway spruce
became the 64th annual Rockefeller Center Christmas tree on
Thursday.
"I'd love to decorate it," said Bonnie Schoenike of Milwaukee.
The 73-year-old tree arrived from Stony Point, N.Y., first via
barge to Manhattan's West Side - the first Rockefeller Center
tree floated to the city - then by truck from the Hudson River.
Before hard-hatted workers raised the tree, Danny Gillespie,
8, and his brother Bobby, 6, of Lindenhurst, N.Y., helped electricians place a white star on its top.
The boys' father. New York City Police Officer Kevin Gillespie, was killed in March 1996.
"This time of year is for children, and we wanted to involve
them," said Geoffrey P. Wharton, managing director of Rockefeller Center.
The 74-foot evergreen will be draped with 26,000 bulbs, strung
on five miles of wire, before its official lighting on Dec. 2. It will
overlook the Rockefeller Center skating rink and the golden
statue of Prometheus, the Greek god who stole fire from heaven
to help mankind.
■ SMOKING

Ohio leads nation in percentage of men who
smoke
COLUMBUS - Ohio led the nation in the number of men who
smoked last year, with almost 34 percent lighting up, a federal
report said.
The state also ranked third for the total number of adults who
smoked, according to the statistics of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. Last year 28.5 percent smoked and only
Kentucky (31.6 percent) and Indiana (28.7 percent) had more
adult smokers.
The report shows Ohio must be more aggressive in educating
people about the risks of smoking, said Cheryl Elliott, spokeswoman for the American Cancer Society in Ohio.
In 1995, Ohio also had the most male smokers and was ranked
fifth for total number of smokers.
Nationally, 23.6 percent of adults smoked last year, the survey
showed. Utah had the lowest percentage, at 15.9 percent.
The report ranked Ohio 12th for having 24 percent of women
smokers.
The CDC collected the data through the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, a state-based, random telephone survey
of 120,106 adults. The report was released Nov. 6. Only Hawaii
did not respond.
■ SICKNESS

Cincinnati among America's least healthy cities
CINCINNATI - The "Gesundheits!" must practically echo in
Little Rock, Ark. Ditto San Jose, Calif., and Cincinnati.
Those cities have the dubious distinction of being among the
top 10 of "America's Sickest Cities," a survey tracking flu and
cold outbreaks.
It's not the kind of stuff that the local Chamber of Commerce
will tout, but Little Rock residents had the cold or flu 29 percent
more often than the national average last year. That tops
Wednesday's survey of 71 cities, according to Surveillance Data
Inc., a Pennsylvania firm that tracks seasonal illnesses for drug
companies.
While Cincinnati came in at No. 7 and San Jose No. 9, West
Palm Beach, Fla., had the lowest incidence - 42.5 percent less
than average.
Andrew Kress, vice president of Surveillance Data, said there
is no truth to the widely-held belief that people in cold climates
get sick more often.
In fact, four of the healthiest cities are in cold climates: Boise,
Idaho; Casper, Wyo.; Omaha, Neb.; and Buffalo, N.Y.
Making up the rest of the Top 10 sickest cities were: Hartford,
Conn.; San Diego; Minneapolis; Greensboro, N.C.; Boston; Philadelphia; and Manchester, N.H.
Kress said the average American gets the cold or flu 2.7 times
a year. That means the person in Little Rock got sick about 3.5
times, while folks in West Palm Beach got sick only 1.6 times.
■ OHIO

Schools to be graded on student performance
COLUMBUS - Report cards will be coming out in April, and
this time it's going to be the schools, not the students, who are
nervous.
The state's 611 school districts and 3,700 individual schools
will be graded on student performance, said State Superintendent John Gof f.
That has caused worry among schools that fear getting low
grades compared to other districts.
The report cards are required by an academic accountability
law enacted last summer as lawmakers debated ways to change
the school funding system.

NEWIPVE'
Rentals

328 S. Main St.
(our only office)

pear, coming out of thin air.
"Ninety percent of the job is
have taken much longer had the being a magician. We trick them
police tried to find the drugs into thinking their toy is a drug,"
themselves.
Devore said.
Devore has had Bennie, 2 years
Devore and Repeta spend more
old, since Memorial Day weekend. Repeta has had Wolfgang, 4 time with the dogs than they do
years old, for the last two years. with their families.
"Whether it is at home, at
The K-9 handlers say they must
continue to train their dogs, oth- work, on our day off, we must do
erwise the dogs will eventually something with the dog," Repeta
lose interest in searching for said. "Otherwise the dog will
narcotics.
give up because he is constantly
The dogs aren't really looking losing."
for the narcotics, rather, they are
Repeta said one way they train
looking for their favorite toy. the dogs is by planting narcotics
After sniffing out a narcotic, the in various areas.
handlers sneakily throw the pipe
"Sometimes they are there and
In front of the dogs. By continu- sometimes they aren't," he said
ing to scratch the area, the dog "He's always wondering whether
assumes it will eventually ap- he is going to win or lose today."

RSA
Continued from page one.

cal, though
"We don't know what's going to
happen," said Lesley Long, a
sophomore elementary education
major. "Nobody gives us any answers."
Hussey said that RSA's efforts
now shift to lobbying for the
plan. With one of the University's
major organizations backing the
plan, it has that much more of a
chance to be passed by the
trustees.
"I have to lobby with our student trustees and the trustees
themselves and explain to them
our stand and how we want Prout
to continue," Hussey said.

dents," said RSA president Kevin
Hussey.
RSA first discussed the Prout
issue Nov. 5, when Union Director Dave Crooks and Dean of
Students Greg DeCrane outlined
the background of the plan.
While several options were part
of the initial study of a new
union, the plan that calls for an
enlarged structure on the same
site was considered the best.
That hasn't satistfied Prout
residents, who at first voiced opposition but eventually pledged
grudging support to RSA Bill
1997-1998-2.
"(Trustees) will take it into
"By destroying Prout, you destroy our own existence," said consideration, the fact that RSA
Megan Merritt, a senior account- functions as campus student
ing major and second-year Prout government and we are the secresident. "It's like you're cutting ond-largest organization on camoff our own hand."
pus. They'll look at that and our
vote will have a lot of weight."
In other matters Wednesday,
A major provision of the bill
states that RSA backs the pro- RSA heard a presentation from
posed plan only if the Prout pro- Wayne Colvin, assistant director
gram remains intact in some of student housing. Colvin indicated that all-female residence
other residence hall on campus.
DeCrane assured the Prout res- halls may be eliminated next
idents at the Nov. 5 RSA meeting year due to lack of demand.
that the program would continue
to exist in another venue should
RSA meets every Wednesday
the Union plan be approved.
at 9 p.m. in 114 Business AdminProut residents remain skepti- istration.

SIGEP
Continued from page one.

community. He also doesn't think
that the fraternity's reputation
among Greek and non-Greek
students will be affected.
"We had our image in mind
when we contacted headquarters
and asked for help," Miller said
"We think others should see the
action we took and follow our
lead in taking care of internal
problems. We went to headquarters because we have a great relationship with them."
Lisa Fedler, assistant director
of student housing and residence
programs/Greek Affairs, agrees
with Miller that Sigma Phi Epsilon did the right thing in reporting that they had a problem and
seeking help.
"By reporting it themselves,
Sig Ep has shown that they are
aware that there was a problem
and they chose to take care of it,"
Feddler said. "That is something
that we want all organizations to
do. They took a very proactive
stance by taking care of the problem themselves."

Fedler said she hopes Sigma
Phi Epsilon's reputation on campus is not affected negatively by
this situation.
"I hope that the opposite happens," Fedler said. "They did
what we want Greek organizations to do, monitor themselves
and take responsibility. I hope
that other organizations would
recognize what they did and follow their example."
Fedler said that the University
worked with the national branch
of Sigma Phi Epsilon and agrees
with the decision and punishment.
"The chapter will not face any
other University sanctions," Fedler said. "They will be allowed to
keep their on campus house and
still will be allowed to rush. Not
allowing a Greek organization to
rush would be cutting off the
lifeblood of the group."
Sigma Phi Epsilon is the
largest Greek organization at the
University with 114 members.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is the second largest fraternity with 94
members. Sororities have a cap
of 95 members.

BE SURE TO
CHECK OUT OUR
MONEY SAVING COUPONS
IN THE CAMPUS DIRECTORY!

352-5620

Join The Newlove Family!
'Undergraduate Housing
•Graduate & Professional Housing
•No parental guarantee needed!
•Professional Management Teaml
•Full-Time Maintenance Servlcel
•Pets permitted in some rentals!
Stop by our office for a copy of our 19981999 Housing Guide and we wilt go through
the brochure with you to find you the idea
home!

353-0044

SMART MONEY
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City Blotter
Someone pulled circuit breakers which caused the power
to go on/off. Wednesday night. Police were unable to locate
anyone.
A man banged on doors Tuesday morning. A woman reported that she knew the man and spoke with him.
A woman complained someone climbed up her house Sunday night. She told police the person got out of a van and
started to scale the house. The police didn't see a climber.
Bottle rockets were shot off Sunday night. A man said the
rockets almost hit a car. but no one was found.
Several people sohcltated candy bars Sunday night. They
didn't have permits and two were taken into custody.
An unconscious, intoxicated man was found Sunday
morning. Police were unsuccessful in reviving the man and
he was taken to the hospital.
A man attempted to pick up his towed car without paying
for it Sunday morning. He was told to come back later in the
morning.
A suspicious looking car was parked outside an apartment
Saturday night. The driver and passengers said they were
waiting for a friend to come home from workSeveral Juveniles set off fireworks at St. Thomas More
Church while the door was open Saturday night. Police
found the door open but didn't locate anyone.
Tar from a blacktopping Job got on several cars Saturday
afternoon. A man reported the wind was responsible for the
problem.
Two neighbors fought over fecal matter on each other's
property Saturday morning. They were advised to stay away
from each other.
An intoxicated man attempted to walk home from Gargoyles Saturday morning. Police took him home.
Three boys played on the roof of a house Saturday morning. They played loud music and police advised them to go
indoors.
A man was passed out in the Sunoco parking lot last Friday night. He awakened and threw up a few times before
police took him home.
Several people stood outside a parking lot last Friday
night. They were drinking and breaking bottles. No one was
around when police arrived.
A man complained that someone smeared dog feces on his
car bumper last Friday afternoon. He said the dog Is large
and always goes to the bathroom in his yard. Police looked
into the problem.

IRAQ
Continued from page one.

out the Americans.
After three hours of deliberations, the council suspended the
meeting and agreed to return at
lOp.m.EST.
Diplomatic sources, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said
several members of the Security
Council were angered by the decision to reduce the U.N. inspection team in Baghdad to a
skeletal crew, instead of simply
withdrawing the American
members.
The resentment of the other
council members - including
France, China and Russia - frustrated U.S. efforts to get a strong
reply in the council to the latest
Iraqi move, the sources said.
The inspectors were charged
with making sure Iraq eliminates
its long range missiles and other
weapons of mass destruction, as
the Security Council ordered It to
do at the end of the 1991 Gulf

War. The council will not lift
trade sanctions against Iraq imposed after Iraq's 1990 invasion of Kuwait - until those
terms are met.
Iraq implemented the expulsion order one day after the
council voted unanimously to
condemn Iraq for its Oct. 29 decision to kick out the American
inspectors.
It also slapped a travel ban on
Iraqis who interfere with the Inspections but avoided any explicit threat of military force. Iraq
had put off Implementing its expulsion order until the council
finished its debate.
Butler, the head of the U.N.
team, admitted Thursday that
pulling all inspectors out would
severely hamper the United Nation's ability to ensure that Iraq
is not building weapons.
But Butler, an Australian, said
the United Nations could not
tolerate "this illegal separation
of nationalities."

TOTAL SPINE-TINGLING EXCITEMENT!
An Unbelievably
Powerful Film!"

HARRISON l-ORI)

AIR
FORCE
ONE
Friday and Saturday
November 14th and 15th
8:00pm and 11:00pm
lllOlscamp
$2.00 Admission
Questions??? Call 372-7164
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Sports
Out of Bounds

Be apart of
the winning
Yes, I know It's going to be
cold.
And I know Ohio State football
is on television. And why would
you want to come see a soccer
game against a school named
after a toothpaste?
Quite simply, because BG's
soccer team is the best athletic
team on campus. And if you want
to see our only bona fide national
power play at home, this will
likely be your last chance of the
year.
While most other teams have
suffered in the past few years,
the soccer team has been busy
winning championships. The last
three conference championships,
to be exact. And I'll wager a tube
of toothpaste that not more than a
couple thousand of you have seen
them play.
If BG wins this game, it enters
its third consecutive NCAA
Tournament. That's amazing for
a tiny school tucked away in a
corn field.
BG is currently ranked 25th in
the nation. They have rarely left
the top 25 in the last three years.
And the wins -- there have been
plenty of wins - have been nice,
but the players would like people
to perform for.
"It does definitely make a difference in a game when the fans
are there," said senior Jay Began.
"You look up there and see empty
seats ... it just gets you more
pumped up when the fans are
there."
Aside from that, BG has had
only five home games this year,
the least in 21 years.
"It would be great to have the
student body out supporting us,"
said coach Mel Mahler. "As always, I think they'll enjoy the
afternoon, and the guys will get a
kick out of performing for them.
It would be a nice way to wrap
things up this year, since we haven't been home a whole lot."
I know that 24 of the finest athletes and two of the finest coaches at our school will be there. I
know most of the players' parent!
will be there. I know Mickey
Cochrane, the program's founder
will be there. And I know
someone else who will be there.
Gary Palmlsano, the coach
from 1978-1994 wouldn't miss
this game for the world.
He died in December 1994.
"I think he's here watching
over us because that's what he
worked for," Began said.
"If there's one thing that we
can do in his memory," Mahler
said, "It's to continue to be successful and continue to have
games of this nature and this
magnitude at Mickey Cochrane
Field."
And that's Just a piece of the
Falcons' legacy. Beat the cold.
Slap on some mittens and get
your Sega-playing butt out to the
soccer field, Sunday at 1 p.m. and
watch BG soccer.
You'll never again witness a
program anything like it.

BG brushes up for Colgate
□ A win against the Red
Raiders would put the
Falcons in their third
consecutive NCAA
Tournament.
By JIM TOCCO
The BC News
Most students on our campus
think they're a toothpaste. Most
students on their campus think
we're in Kentucky.
But when Colgate enters
Mickey Cochrane Field Saturday
at 1 p.m. for the NCAA play-in
game, there will be no mistaking
the enemy. The winner gets in
the tournament, the loser goes
home.
As much as Colgate, from Hamilton, N.Y., Is a mystery to BG,
the Falcons are a mystery to the
Red Raiders.
"We know absolutely nothing
about them," said Colgate coach
Mike Doherty. "Nothing. And
everybody we've talked to is no
help. It must be some Midwest
thing. We really don't know much
about them."
The Red Raiders finished the
season 10-6-4 in the Patriot
League. They are 6-1-2 in their
last nine games.
"Our expectations were to win
the Patriot League, host the tournament and win the tournament,"

NCAA Tournament Play-in
Saturday, 1 p.m.
Cochrane Field
Bowling Green Falcons
vs. Colgate Red Raiders
Doherty said. "And we did that."
BG Ntw. Pk«t» by Jim T«cc*
Colgate is a non-scholarship
Brett
Strang
goes
up
for
a
corner
kick
in
last
Tursda/s
4-1
win
against
Northern
Illinois.
school, which is rare to find in
the post season. They are a team
home. The Falcons are 29-2-1 in are expected for game time.
with no previous postseason exColgate's most dangerous fortheir last 32 home games. But
perience.
perhaps their biggest advantage ward is Robert Damico, whom
"They're a scholarship school
will be Colgate's travel situation. Doherty says "has the ability to
and we're not a scholarship
"There's just no way to get unbalance defenses." Scott Jackschool," Doherty said. "So the
from here (Colgate) to there son is also a force in the midfield.
way I'm looking at it, we're big
(BG)," Doherty said. "We're
underdogs."
"I love the fact that we're playhaving a heck of a time getting
BG is a perfect 4-0 all-time in
there. It's just a mess. Right now ing Bowling Green," Doherty
postseason games at home.
our plan is to fly into Detroit and said. "At this time of year, I like
"We've done well at home." BG
Began
Mahler bussing down."
coach Mel Mahler said. "When
Doherty said the team's flight playing teams with tradition."
we're at home, we can concen- game, so it's a great advantage....
trate on how we want to do things When you host a playoff game of would leave at 3:30 a.m. on FriBG's only other play-in game
and not worry about a hostile en- this magnitude, it's good for at day, and that they would arrive in
was at home in 1995, in which
BG at 2:30 p.m.
vironment. We know what to ex- least one goal."
BG has indeed played well at
Temperatures in the low 30s they beat Davidson, 3-1.
pect and how to prepare for this

BG women hope to return to the glory years
□ BG will need to answer the "central" question in order to succeed.
By JASON McMAHON
The BG News
The Bowling Green women's
basketball team is looking to
punctuate this season with a MidAmerican Conference championship. The winningest program in
league history is looking to return to the glory years of just a
few seasons back, when the Falcons won six MAC Tournament
titles in eight years.
"We have a very rich tradition
and we've always played for a
championship," said BG coach
Jaci Clark. "I think that means
something to our players. ... I

have four seniors and this is their
last chance to play for a championship. That's a little extra motivation."
But first, the Falcons will have
to answer a large question mark.
hibition games this season.
BG has a dynamic duo in shootRaterman could prove to be the
ing guard Sara Puthoff and final piece to an already solid
power forward Charlotta Jones, puzzle. The Falcons have two
both preseason All-MAC selec- standout pieces in Puthoff and
tions. They are complemented by Jones. Puthoff has led the Fala promising pair of sophomores cons in scoring each of the past
in point guard Jaymee Wappes two seasons while racking up
and small forward Sherry Kahle. several individual accolades and
The question? The center posi- team records.
Jones has led the MAC in retion. BG lost only three players
from last year's fourth-place bounding for the last two years
and is one of the most athletic,
MAC team - all post players.
The answer? Jack! Raterman. complete players in the conferThe 6-foot junior moved into the ence. She would benefit the most
starting lineup midway through from Raterman's emergence.
last season, and has shown
"Jacki Raterman is stepping
marked improvement in two ex- up, and that's great for me,"

Jones said. "She crashes the
• WHAT:
boards, and that takes pressure Falcon women's basketoff of me. ... They can't box out
ball at Youngstown St.
two people at one time."
• WHEN:
Opponents will be hardpressed to contain the offensive Friday, 7 p.m.
punch of Puthoff and Jones.
• WHERE:
Puthoff averaged 16.1 points per Beeghly Center,
game in 1996-97, after getting off
Youngstown, Ohio
to rather slow start in non• RADIO:
conference play.
She exploded for 32 and 30 WBGU-FM 88.1
points in consectuive games in
with W„ V.n Autrtn v* Scon r-»
late February.
Jones put up 14.4 ppg, in addi- going to look to get Sara the ball.
tion to hauling down 9.5 rebounds If I'm on, and Sara knows I'm on,
per contest. She says there has she's going to look to get me the
never been any competition for ball."
the ball between her and Puthoff.
Puthoff and Wappes are part of
"Me and Sara have played so a senior class that includes swing
long together. We've played for player Bridget Andrews, coming
four years," Jones said. "If Sara's on, and I know she's on, I'm
• See GLORY, page six.

Basketball teams begin seasons this weekend
□ Both basketball
teams are on the road
for opening weekend.
By JIM TOCCO and JASON
McMAHON
The BC News
Many of the questions left to
build during the offseason
months will begin to be answered
this weekend, as the basketball
teams spring Into action.
The men open up their season

in St. Bonaventure Saturday at
7:35 p.m. For new coach Dan Dakich. it will be his first regular
season game as a head coach
The Bonnies finished last
season at 16-14. It was a down
year for St. Bonaventure, as they
made the NIT Tournament in
1995.
"They're really big, and we're
not," Dakich said. "They're very
experienced."
The man to watch on the floor
will be 6-foot-9 sophomore center
Caswell Cyrus. Dakich said

Cyrus is one to watch for in the
NBA in the coming years.
"They're tough kids, which
makes this a great opener for
us," Dakich said. "They're not a
team that's going to try to trick
you. They're going to come right
a you."
The Falcons will have to play
without the returning scoring
leader, Anthony Stacey, who is
sidelined with mononucleosis.
The Falcon women open up
their season tonight on the road
against Youngstown State. The

anticipation has been building
since BG was eliminated from
the Mid-American Conference
Tournament in the semifinal
round in early March
After a month of practice and
two exhibition games, BG coach
Jaci Clark said the Falcons have
no other option than to be prepared.
"We have to be ready. There's
no choice now," Clark said. "And
I think we're ready."
The Falcons have looked impressive in their two preseason

games. BG edged a surprising
Lithuanian team in overtime in
the season debut, then easily dispatched a strong Ohio All-Stars
team last weekend.
The two victories have given
BG an air of confidence going
into the regular season.
"We've learned that we should
be confident because we do have
a good team," Clark said.
The Penguins are a formidable
opponent. YSU went 23-6 last
• See SEASON, page six.

BG swims in unusual
meet at U. ofIllinois
□ The Dual Meet Extravaganza begins tonight.
By MICHAEL LEONARD
The BC News

BC Ntwi PkM* by J.rr-y Martin

The swimmer* lake on three opponents, each in a dual match.

I

I

The Bowling Green swim teams will be participating in a unique
meet this weekend.
The Falcons will swim in the Dual Meet Extravaganza tonight and
Saturday at the University of Illinois. BG will be taking on the Cincinnati Bearcats tonight, before dealing with the Southern Illinois Salukis Saturday morning. The Falcons will end their weekend with the
women taking on Illinois while the men will deal with Iowa.
Falcon coach Randy Julian says that his team Is ready for the meet.
"It's going to be fun," Julian said. "This will be the first opportunity to swim (the 100 ia butterfly, breaststroke and backstroke)." The
Falcons will be faced with three strong teams this weekend. Southern
Illinois holds a special significance for Julian as the Falcon coach got
his first collegiate job with the Salukis in 1988.
"It's going to be really nice," Julian said. "I know both of the
coaches. Rick Walker, the men's coach, (and I) were co-coaches at
Southern before I went to Notre Dame."
The Falcons will be tested by their remaining adversaries. Cincinnati has rapidly progressed into a powerhouse of college swimming
' as the Bearcats defeated Ohio State In Columbus by a wide margin.
"Cincinnati is good experience," Julian said. "They're a very tough
program. They will be a greater test than even last year."
The Bearcats will pose a special challenge to the Falcon women di• See MEET, page six.
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Hockey faces off with OSU

Women's cross country may end
season at districts this weekend

□ BG's icers are pumped up to take on the
Buckeyes.

□ The top two teams
earn a bid into the
national championships.

BL • ■ >» J

Bowling Green's hockey team
(2-7-1, 1-2-1) Is hoping to do better against Ohio State (4-3-1, 1-2)
than did the Falcon football team.
The Falcons will be ready to go
after a week of tune-ups and hard
practicing when it hosts the
Buckeyes Saturday night at the
BGSU Ice Arena. BG will be looking to use revenge as their motivation for OSU winning last
year's series, 3-2-0, with BG winning both games at the Ice
House.
"Most of the motivation comes
from the team itself," BG defenseman Larry Hull said. "If
you can't get pumped up for Ohio
State then there is something
wrong with you."
But, in order to take down the
veteran OSU team, the Falcons
are going to have to start playing
as a team. That means a consistent effort on the offensive
and defensive sides of the puck,
as well as the team game.
"A lot of the younger guys are
more uptight, playing systems
instead of their own game," BG
forward Chris Bonvie said.
"Once you get past a certain
point in the season you start playing your own game within his
system."
Defense has been the catalyst
for keeping the Falcons in nearly
every game they've played. It's
been the offense that has disappointed fans, scoring sparsely
throughout the season and seemingly one goal short in each
game.
"We can't get our offense and
defense to play well in the same
game," Hull said. "Usually, its
our goaltending and defense
that's having a good game, finally
we get some goals and our defense plays bad."
Pressure has started to build

BG N r-■ Photo by Juan McMikon

Falcon sophomore Julie Evers (r) is BG's alternate for Saturday,
but could still compete.
gan is the only squad the Falcons haven't beat, and BG has
its sights squarely set on the
Wolverines.
"I feel if we can bunch four
of them in there before their
third girl, and if we get a fifth
girl up there, then we have a
chance to beat them," Price
said.
"If (the Falcons) run a good
race, we'll be fifth or sixth,"
Price said. "If they run a very
good race, we'll be fourth. If
they run a great race, we could
be in the top three."
The NCAA Championships
will be held Nov. 24 in Greenville, S.C. As opposed to 1995,
when the NCAAs were held in
Iowa, this year's locale would
offer a nice break for the Falcons.
"That'd be rough, right before Thanksgiving and all,"
said BG senior co-captain
Missy Lyne. "But I can take it."
Lyne finished 39th overall as

•WHAT:
Women's CC at districts
•WHEN:
Saturday, noon
•WHERE:
Bloomington, Ind.
BG's fifth runner in 1995, and
she may have to duplicate that
performance for the Falcons to
have a chance this year. BG's
front four of juniors Jessica
LaFene, Wendy Licht-Ordway
and Laura Deneau and freshman Christine Thompson all
have a chance to qualify as individuals.
"If we don't qualify as a
team, I hope at least one of our
individuals could get it," Price
said. "I think we have a good
chance to (qualify) at least one
individual."
The top three individuals
who are not part of a qualifying
team advance to the NCAAs.
The top 25 individuals comprise the All-District team.
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By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News

By JASON McMAHON
The BC News
The Bowling Green women's
cross country team faces the
daunting prospect of seeing its
season come to an end Saturday. But the Falcons are hoping
for just one more race.
BG travels to Bloomington,
Ind., Saturday for the NCAA
District IV Championships. At
stake is a bid to the national
championships, given to the
top two teams.
The Falcons could conceivably receive an at-large bid if
they finish third, though it's
unlikely. BG qualified as an atlarge team in 1995, becoming
the first Mid-American Conference team to compete at the
NCAAs.
"It's going to be difficult to
do," said BG coach Steve Price.
"The depth of the district this
year is very strong.
"It's going to be tough to get
in the top two. But it's not impossible."
The district includes all Divsion I-A cross country programs in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana and Wisconsin. The Falcons will meet some serious
competition.
Price is almost conceding the
title to Wisconsin. The Badgers
have been ranked in the top
five in the country all year
long.
But BG must also deal with
Michigan, Notre Dame, Ball
State - all teams that have
been ranked in the top 25 - and
Ohio, who sauntered past the
Falcons at the Nov. 1 MAC
Championships.
Of those four teams, Michi-
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Doug Scheuller squares off with a Western Michigan player during last
weekend's loss.
on the offense for their lack of
scoring, but the team seems very
calm and patient that the puck
will eventually come around.
"I wouldn't call it pressure, but
we really want to win this one
because it's a big game for us,"
Bonvie said about Saturday
night's game. "I don't have any
expectations for the game, but a
lot of the older guys are expecting a big game."
Saturday's game provides the
Falcons with a big opportunity to
start a winning streak. BG will be
well rested for the Buckeye
game, with only playing one
game this weekend.
"Consistency has been a real
big problem this year," BG defenseman John Hustler said. "We
practice hard all week long and
we have a good work ethic, so
pretty soon it's going to turn out
into a win for us."
With such a young team on the

• WHAT:
Falcon hockey vs. Ohio
State
• WHEN:
Saturday, 7 p.m.
i WHERE:
Ice Arena
ice, many have expected the
freshmen to develop quickly.
And most of the freshmen feel
they've gotten the opportunity to
get experience on the ice so far
this year.
"I put pressure on myself to do
well, but it's also respect from
the coach to put pressure on you
because he's just trying to make
you better and giving you the opportunity to play," Bonvie said.
"I've had ample opportunity; he's
given me a lot of chances to make
mistakes."

Despite long odds, men's CC still has reason to run
□ BG's runners want to
use this meet as a stepping stone.
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News
The Bowling Green men's
cross country team's prospects
of qualifying for the NCAA
Championships fall between two
categories: slim and none. Closer
to none.
But that doesnt mean the Falcons don't have anything to run
for.
BG is approaching Saturday's
NCAA District IV Championships in Bloomington, Ind., with

Intentions of using the meet as a
stepping stone toward next
season for the Falcons' younger
runners.
BG is running a freshman, a
sophomore and two juniors in
addition to a trio of seniors.
"It's an important meet for our
program to keep things going,"
Sink said. "And for the guys who
are returning next year, to show
them that they can run good."
Dave Anderson, Pat Carney,
Steve Chapa and Sam Fitzpatrick
are looking at this meet as a
chance to get some experience
heading into next year. Carney
and Anderson were BG's second
and third runners at the MidAmerican Conference Championships two weeks ago.

GLORY

The rest of the Falcon squad
will be filled by seniors Craig
Nieset, Tom Williams and Rob
Bowman. Bowman has been
struggling with a foot problem,
and if he Is unable to run, he will
be replaced by Dan Quinn, another senior.
Sink said the District meet
means something for the seniors
as well.
"It's a very important meet for
them," Sink said. "It's their last
chance to run for Bowling Green
cross country.... It means a little
extra for them."
BG is shooting for a top-15 finish, which won't be all that easy.
Thirty to 35 teams are competing
in Bloomington, including six
teams - Michigan, Wisconsin,

l Michigan State, Notre Dame and
MAC rivals Miami and Eastern
Michigan - ranked among the top
15 teams in the country.
"It's the toughest region in the
! nation," Sink said. "There's absolutely no doubt whatsoever."
The Falcons are also going
after a bit of revenge. BG will
meet up again with Ball State and
Kent, two teams that topped the
Falcons at the MAC meet.
"I think (we want) a little
redemption and just to prove that
we're a better team than what we
snowed at the MAC meet," Sink
said. "We want to beat a couple
teams that beat us at the MAC
meet. That's the biggest goal."
The Falcons may have a slight
advantage in that they have

MEET

Continued from page five.
off of an ACL injury, and Brooke
Belcher. Belcher was the starting point guard until the midseason emergence of Wappes, and
will split time between that position and the off-guard this
season.
This senior class has seen
steady improvement over the
last three years. In March, the
Falcons made a trip to the MAC
Final Four for the first time since
the championship season of 1994
- also the last time BG made an
appearance in the NCAA Tournament.
This season, the goal is clear.
"This is my fourth year and
each year we've made it farther
and farther," Andrews said.

"This is the year that we want to
achieve our goal that we've set
each year - to win the MAC."
Andrews and Belcher are part
of an extremely deep guard
corps. Juniors Chrissy Billiter
and Jenifer Gafford and freshman Angie Farmer will also see
time in the backcourt.
Clark plans to go with a threeguard set often.
Freshman Yalonda Holt backs
up at the guard/forward spot,
while juniors Jill DeFosse and
Netta Smith will see action in the
post, as will freshman Kristy
Hineline.
Hineline could have the most
impact in the frontcourt. At 6-2,
the Etobicoke, Ontario native is
the tallest player on the Falcon
roster.

Continued from page five.
ving, will be competeing the diving portion of the meet.
For the men, Iowa will be a
major challenge as the Hawkeyes have finished in the top
five of the Big Ten each of the
last 20 years.
Julian says that the Illinois
women's team is the most improved team in the Big Ten, capable of breaking into the top

SEASON
Continued from page five,
season, winning the MidContinent Conference for the
fourth consecutive year. Only a
loss in the MCC Tournament title
game prevented the Penguins
from a trip to the NCAA TourIIU<I>

llli<l>

lllt<!>

three. He calls Illinois the
biggest challenge this season for
his team.
Despite the strength of his
team's adversaries, Julian says
that his team will not be intimidated and that the Falcons are
"loose and excited" going into
the meet.
The Falcons will next see action at Cooper Pool next Saturday
at 1 p.m. against Cleveland State.
nament.
YSU returns four starters from
last year's team, including three
who averaged double digits in
points.
"They're old, wise and they
play real good offense," Clark
said. "I really think it's gouv'- ■«
be about us stopping them.
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The Sisters of-Pi "Beta Tki
would Cite to welcome our new Initiates!

FRIDAY

Megan Angney
Jacki Atherine
Kclley Fisher
Jen Hennies
Cindy Goldhar
Jamie Grove
KateRody
Amy Miller
Katie Sibel

SATURDAY

ANNE E.
DeChont
Formerly of Cleveland's
ODD GIRL OUT
-Acoustic Bass Rock-

19 and Over Every Night

<|.)lll
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Bridget Roberts
Katie Echle
Erin Konves
Lisa Hill
Jessica Hollenbaugh
Andrea Hylkema
Lauran Katz
Meghan Moroney
Jen Pigg
Jamie Powell
'Kill

'i'illl
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already seen the course. The race
will be contested in the Indiana
University golf course, the same
place where the Indiana Invitational was held Sept. 27. BG finished 11th at that meet.

The race will also cover 10,000
meters, instead of the 8,000
usually run at the collegiate
level. The Falcons have run one
10,000-meter race this season,
also at the Indiana Invitational.

Full name

Christopher Paul Kraft
Tear In school
Freshman
Major
Graphic Design
Nicknames
Turtle. Krafty
Blrthdate
1-22-79
Hometown
North Olmsted. Ohio
High School
North Olmsted High School
Career Highlights
Led North Olmsted to Ohio state championship his
senior year ... was named all-Ohio.
What are the best french fries?
Jon Giganti's fries
Who would you most like to meet In history?
Ryan Schwaigert's Great Grandmother
Who Is the most exciting athlete to watch?
Fred Degand
What's your dream yacatlon?
An African safari with my roommates and hot girls

BGSU HOCK€V
\. OHIOSTfiT€
Saturday Night at 7:00 p.m.
Students admitted FREE with Valid BGSU I.D.
There is a student ticket pick up for next weekends
Michigan and Michigan St. Hockey games,
beginning on Monday. Get tickets at
Th» Memorial Hall Ticket Office.
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Tod McCloskey
Entertainment Editor
372-2603

INSIDE: • Bjork • Sound Parade • Little Mermaid

NCR
"Quote for the Day" "What are you going to charge him with? Possession of a condiment?" Is asked in "A Few Good Men". The Entertainer asks our readers to avoid 'the oregano.'

Movie studios settle disputes

Jumbo Popcorn
Robert
Szorady
BG Entertainer
Writer

A lexicographer
traces "Gen X"
Being a freshman, I was in
Bowling Green for two days
this past summer for orientation. Between sessions with
a student welcome wagon
that made Up With People
look melancholy, and career
fairs where every major from
Asian Studies to Visual
Technology tried seducing
students, I was one of about
300 that day to take a writing
exam. The whole idea
seemed a bit dubious. Would
we really be writing to see
where we would be placed,
or was the English department bored and eager to read
some really bad writing?
Anyway, that day I must
not have been too inebriated,
because I was later informed
I made it into the honors
English class, or "English
class for people who stay at
home on Saturday night." To
me, the idea of me being in
an honors English class
seems as ironic as a
midwestem university
having a "no alcohol" policy.
I received a letter (that I
promptly ignored) a few
months after the test congratulating me and listing a
few prospective sections of
this brainy English credit.
Most had incredibly stimulating titles like "Biotechnology: What's In Our Genes
And How To Keep It Under
Control," and, better yet,
"The Environmental Predicament." (What environmental
predicament?) But one listing
caught my eye: "What Is The
Culture Of Generation X?"
Initially, it reminded me of
the old gag where one called
a supermarket, asked if they
had Prince Albert in a can,
and if they did, they had
better let him out because he
can't breathe in there. Ha, ha.
So, what is the culture of
'Generation X'?
But... wait a second. Who
exactly is this supposed
group, this mysterious mass
people? Well, better check
the most informed and
sophisticated of resource: the
Internet — haven of child
pornography and idiotic
teenage chat rooms.

I

ontinued on
age eight

Troy Reynolds
BG Entertainer
With the holiday movie
season almost upon us, it's time
to take a look at what Hollywood has in store for the future.
Unfortunately, it appears to be
more of the same.
With Patrick Stewart and Brent
Spiner fina >y settlir., ci
I
negotiations, "Star Trek l
.s
scheduled to start shooting in
March. Isn't it surprising llnw
people will pay $7 to see what
would otherwise be considered
a lackluster television episode
put on the big screen?
At least negotiations have been
settled in the Star Trek deal.
Legal arguments still abound
around the Terminator and
James Bond franchises.
Carolco Entertainment owned
50 percent of the Terminator
rights. Gale Anne Hurd, the
producer of the first two movies,
owns the other 50 percent. When
Carolco folded, former chairman
Andy Vanja decided to buy the
rights. Hurd wanted to secure all
the rights to the character, to
complete a looming deal with
20th Century Fox, James
Cameron and Schwarzenegger.
When the prospect of a bidding

The Jackal

Bruce Willis, Richard Gere, and Sidney Poitier star in "The Jackal," which opens in theatres today.
war became imminent, however,
Fox and Cameron pulled their
backing, leaving Hurd to "stand
alone. Result: The Terminator
rights are still split, and the
owners can't agree on anything.
At least Bond fans have a new
film to look forward to. But
because nothing is ever simple
in Hollywood, Sony is stepping
in to make things complicated.

Leigh loves her life
The Associated Press
Jennifer Jason Leigh would
like an Academy Award or a
paycheck the size of Demi
Moore's.
"I mean, it's not something I
think about a lot. But I
wouldn't turn down an Oscar.
That's nice. ... Fifteen milliondollar check if somebody
wanted to pay it to me, I
would gladly take it," she says,
chuckling as if both were
longshot notions.
OK, maybe the megabuck
payday's a pie-in-the-sky
thought, since she never stars

In the
spotlight...

in blockbusters.
The Oscar isn't, though,
because Leigh has accumulated
best-actress citations from
various critics circles and film
festivals over the years.
Still, there are those who are
turned off by her usual choice of
roles wounded, vulnerable,
destructive women living on the
brink.
Her characters comprise a
panorama of prostitutes,
psychos, phone-sex suppliers
and junkies in films like "Last

Continued on page eight

Jessica Lange, Michelle Pfeif fer and Jennifer Jason Leigh
work togther in "A Thousand Acres."

MGM / UA has owned the Bond
rights for years, but Sony is
disputing the claim.
Kevin McClory claims that he
helped Ian Fleming write the
fourth Bond movie,
"Thunderball", giving him legal
claim to all the characters
featured in the book, including
Bond. McClory has signed a deal
with Sony, which includes the
Bond rights. MGM/UA is
preparing to take Sony to court
to block any Bond films the
company may produce; it could
take years to sort this one out.
Does anyone remember the
show "Eerie, Indiana" from the
early 90s? It's best that you
don't, but if you do, it's interesting to note that the show is
receiving new life on the Fox
Network. Children are making
the show so popular that new
episodes are being filmed. Even
more unbelievable is the merchandising involved with the

show: books, apparel, video
games, disposable cameras and
even a new flavor of ice cream:
Baskin-Robbins Eerie I-Scream,
are now available.
Speaking of availability, Full
Moon Video is releasing several
movies featuring classic monsters
such as Frankenstein, Dracula and
the Mummy. The films include:
"Petticoat Planet," "Femalien,"
"Assualt of the Killer Bimbos,"
"Sorority Babes in the Slimeball
Bowl-o-Rama" and "Galactic
Gigolo." Videos retail from
between $14.95 and $9.98. Hurry
to the store, I'm sure supplies
won't last long with classics like
these.
And if that isn't one of the signs
of the Apocalypse, perhaps this is:
the cable premiere of "Dumb and
Dumber" on TBS was the most
watched theatrical movie ever
shown on cable. Now doesn't that
restore your faith in humanity?

From Broadway to
the University
Ana Pereira
BG Entertainer
"You have to go where the
wind blows you or where the job
is."
That was how Steve Boone,
assistant professor of theatre,
came to the University in 1987.
Steve, as he prefers to be called,
is also the technical director and
light designer for the theatre
department. "This means that I
do the main stage productions,
the Huron Playhouse shows
(which are part of the Department summer program) and
whatever outside groups comes
in," he said.

Originally from Birmingham,
Ala., Boone got his undergraduate
degree in theatre design technology at the University of Alabama
in Birmingham. He received his
master of fine arts degree from the
Ohio State University.
Boone is usually found at the
University scene shop, working
with students with their work for
the different theatre courses. By
having the students work on the
scenery, Steve said he hopes that
"the students will also learn how

continued on
page eight

Pearl Jam prepares for
concert, new album
The band is rehearsing
heavily for their upcoming
performance opening for
the Rolling Stones in
Oakland. After the concert,
the rockers will head back
to Seattle where they will
prep.i re for the February
release of their fifth album,
reportedly named YIELD.
X-Files stars sign secrecy contracts
Gillian Anderson and David
Duchovny have signed
secrecy documents to keep
the plot of next summer's Xfiles movie a secret. Individually numbered scripts have
been printed with red ink on
red paper to prevent photocopying ethers reading the
script have also been forced
to sign nondisclosure agreements. Supporting players
have only been given their
scenes to read.
King of Pop gets juiced
Lisa Marie Presley is seeing
red after learning her exhusband loaned O.J. Simpson
several million dollars to help
him out of debt. Jackson
allowed Simpson to celebrate
his daughter Sydney's 12th
birthday at the superstar's
Neverland Ranch. Jackson
was friends with Simpson
before the much publicized
murders of Nicole Simpson
and Ron Goldman. O.J.
Simpson was aquitted of the
double murder during a
criminal trial in 1995, but
found liable in a civil suit
early this year.

Compiled from online sources.

Top Ten
'80s TV
sitcoms
1. Family Ties
2. Growing Pains
3. Night Court
4. Cheers
5. Three's Company
6. Webster
7. Silver Spoons
8. Different Strokes
9. Charles in Charge
10. The Cosby Show
i i i i i i;i i i i
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Singled Out
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(Based on the MTV game show)
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Ohio SuKa In the Student Unlon.^,
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Win a FREE date!!
fh Entries due by November 14 in 330 Student Union.
0 mi

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?

Hair: Out of a Bottle/ Au Natural
Hair 2: Ught&Lucious/Dark&Dangerous
Eyes: Brown/Blue/Green
Brains: 4.0/ No Point
Height: Kebbler Elf/Jolly Green Giant
Height 2: 1/2 Pint/ 1/2 Gallon
Life Style: Fireside Chats/ Disco Inferno
Age: Wllma/ Pebbles (Woman)
Bamey/Bam-Bam (Men)
Career Goals: MDV Ph.D./ McD's
Build: Spud/Stud
Kissing Style: Wet n-WIld/ Soft-n-Supple
Commitment: Staytree/ Landing Pad

• call now for Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities Included
• space available immediatley
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility

Call Newman Housing

Name:

for details on hassle-free living!

Phone Number:
Singled Out will be taking Place on Tuesday Nov. 18 at
B.UOp.m. in the Ohio Suite of the University Union.

354-2191
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Bjork looks back in wonder

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

Mon-Sal 12-2:30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

352-9951

The Associated Press

Friday
JJnde Knucklefunk (live Buzz 106.5 Remote]

Saturday

Grasshopper Pie
Bands start at 10 p. m

*&u%

/v/S.

• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball •

ftGsu WOMCN'S VOUCYMU.
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Like her beautiful homeland,
Bjork is a natural marvel an
Icelandic woman-child with the
voice of an angel on a bender.
She has become modem rock's
tireless prodigy, combining the
earthy and the ethereal, the
classic and the techno, Commes
des Garcons and Salvation Army.
Bjork Gudmundsdottir was
raised on a hippie commune in
Reykjavik, Iceland, where she
became an instant celebrity after
recording a collection of
children's songs at age 11.
"I grew up with a nice mixture
of fantasy and reality," says
Bjork, who turns 32 on Nov. 21.

Bjork is also the teen-age punk
who performed on Icelandic TV
with her pregnant midriff
exposed. (The result was Sindri,
her son with ex-husband Thor
Eldon).
It was her darting-swallow
voice that lifted the Sugarcubes
to college-radio stardom in the
late 1980s. And since the band's
breakup in 1992, Bjork has
translated her personal paradoxes into records that pair
rambunctious classical music
and trilling love songs.
Her first solo album, 1993's
"Debut," put bop back into pop
thanks to the breakthrough

singles "Human Behavior" and
"Big Time Sensuality" with
offbeat songwriting and inviting, rave-inspired dance beats. It
sold more than 3 million copies.
The 1995 follow-up, "Post,"
prefigured electronic music's
surge into the mainstream with
its mix of looped beats and
warm, huggy humanism.
On Bjork's newest album,
"Homogenic," which was
released in September, her voice
floats across the tracks, emitting
chirps and squeals like a kazoo,
defiantly losing itself in a
labyrinth of echoing beats and
shimmering strings.
What comes out is no mere

puree of electronica, orchestration and rock. It is a new form of
music, where the awkward
chunks of contradiction are
celebrated.
Bjork can sing in subdued
moods beside a delicate harpsichord, blast out a la Judy
Garland alongside a screaming
trumpet or growl over a tough,
bottom-heavy beat. She communicates in creamy coos and
guttural, bluesy belts.
"I'm not doing it for fame,"she
once said of her music. "I hate
attention. I always want to be
back of the class, but for some
reason people seem to pull me
out front."

That's why it helps to have the
performers be a virtual tabula
rasa to the audience, and why
some filmmakers like to use
unknowns in a movie, she says.
"You don't know anything
about them. So you accept and
believe that they are are that
character," she says. "There's no
baggage that comes with it. And
so, I think, the more you know
about someone's personal life,
certainly the more baggage you
know about them, then the less
likely you are to go with the
film."
The second of three daughters,
she grew up in the wealthy West
Hollywood suburbs Studio City.
Her mother is screenwriter
Barbara Turner, who wrote the
1995 film "Georgia," which costarred Leigh and Turner
protege Mare Winningharti.
Just weeks before she was
supposed to graduate from
Palisades High School, she
dropped out to pursue her
career, taking a part in the lowbudget horror flick "Eyes of a
Stranger."
She followed that with a
couple of made-for-TV movies,
then broke through in Amy
Heckerling's 1982 comedy "Fast
Times at Ridgemont High."
Leigh enjoys doing extensive
research for her roles partly
because she didn't graduate
from high school and it's a great
way for her to learn.
"And there are things that you
only find in truth that your
imagination just could never
come up with in a million years
because it's so much more
insane than you could ever
imagine, and it's real! And I just
wouldn't know it unless I did
the research."

Szorady

Saturday Night at 7:00
Anderson Rreno

Leigh

Students admitted FR€€ ujith valid BGSU ID

ACK GLADSTON1
Native Reflections

November 17,1997
7:00 pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Admission is Free
Blended songs and storytelling
of the American Indian Heritage

Pi Beta Phi would like to congratulate the following
women for being chosen for the following
Dance Marathon Committees
Shawna Dunn - Family Relations General Committee
Michelle Brestle - Family Relations General Committee
Stacy Rose - Catering Core Committee
Krista Kennedy - Family Relations General Committee
Jan Dempsey - Ass. Dancer Relations CHair
Can Steward - Event Management Core Committee
Haley Banaszak - Special Promotions General Committee
Kari Gfell - Public Relations Core Committee
Sandy Karlen - DGR

FAST
FREE
DELIVERY

354.4444

1502 E. Weester

_
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One Large Pizza
up to 4 toppings
P82J1

8"
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exp. 12/1/97
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One Medium - 2 topping pizza!
One order of breadst
^_ 2 Cans of pop ^^
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_exp. j_2/l/97_

2 Medium - Two
topping pizzas
B
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Continued from
page seven
Exit to Brooklyn," "Miami
Blues," "Single White Female,"
"Short Cuts" and "Rush."
"All I want to do is keep
making movies that I want to go
see and work with directors that
I admire and to be able to make
my mortgage payments," says
the 35-year-old Leigh, sitting in a
hotel cafe.
In the flesh, she's quite the
revelation: Since she so effectively plays busted-up or bust-agut types, she looks especially
glammed up in a tailored
monochromatic black outfit, and
neatly feathered and coifed
blond hair.
Lately, she can be seen in
movie theaters around the
nation in Agnieszka Holland's
"Washington Square," the
second of three adaptations from
Henry James' work since late
last year. (The first was Jane
Campion's "The Portrait of a
Lady," and "The Wings of the
Dove" opens this month.)
Unlike the weird, wild and
wacky women she often plays,
Leigh thinks at least one of her
latest character's traits parallels
a couple of her own.
James' plain-looking, wealthy
Catherine Sloper is shy and lacks
social skills.
"Most of the characters I've
played are very extroverted or
out there or living on the edge,"
Leigh says. "I don't live that way
at all. But I care about them for
some reason, or I want to
explore that, or I want to be that
for a little while."
Playing outgoing, edgy

Broadway
Continued from
page seven
to work together and how to
complete the different jobs in the
right order."
Boone, said that for him, it is
extremely frustrating when he
sees that the students don't want
to learn or be in the class.
"Theatre is about learning and
how to do new things, such as
read a ruler or make the audi-

women gives her the chance to
be something she could never be
in real life, she says, because
she's shy.
The only time she's not shy is
when she's acting, says Leigh,
who co-stars in Stanley
Kubrick's next film "Eyes Wide
Shut."
"But then that's not really me.
And I think that's why it's so
easy to be more extroverted or
outspoken. It's not my words,"
she says, letting go with what
sounds like a self-conscious
laugh. "It's a way to be completely unself-conscious,
whereas in life I'm very, very
self-conscious."
In a professional interview
situation, she finds herself being
self-conscious about what she
says, and how she says it.
"Every time 1 say, 'You know,'
I want to shoot myself. But it
comes out," she says. "I'm not
secure enough in a certain way
to say, 'This is what I think, and
I'm saying it, regardless of what
anyone thinks about what I have
to say.'"
And she certainly feels
awkward about talking about
anything personal. She loves to
hike, hang out with her boyfriend and friends. "But, I'm not
a clubgoer. I don't go to parties
really. If a friend of mine is
having a party, I'll go. But 1
don't go to the sort of Hollywood parties."
She says she cringes a bit
every time she reads about
celebrities talking about their
love life, in part because she
thinks that distracts from their
credibility on screen.
"When I go to a movie I don't
want to know that much about
somebody. I want to believe
what I'm seeing," she says.
"How can they be (believable in
a role)... when I know this about
them? It just takes you out of a
film."
ence laugh or cry," he said.
Theatre has not always been
part of Boone's life. His first
major was electrical engineering.
"I was just better in theatre and
more interested in theatre itself,"
he said.
Boone's experiences include
working for two Broadway
shows (Cats and Fox Fire), the
Toledo and Columbus Operas, a
rock band tour as a lighting
designer and stage manager for
the State of Alabama Ballet
Nutcracker tour.

Applications for
Spring *98
BG News Editor
are now being
accepted
Application forms
TVIT\X/C may be picked up
I*-' I L±2 at 204 West Hall
H

E

BG

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, November 25,1997

exp.22/J/97_ _
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continued from
page seven
I had to get help from the
overweight computer lab
consultant in a "Star Trek" Tshirt, but when I was up and
running, I found out a few
things.
Generation X was first a book
written in 1991 by a guy named
Douglas Coupland. In an
article in the June, 1995 issue of
Details magazine, he explains
himself.
"The book title came from ...
the final chapter of a funny
sociological book on American
class structure titled Class, by
Paul Fussell. In his final
chapter, Fussell named an 'X'
category of people who wanted
to hop off the merry-go-round
of status, money and social
climbing that so often frames
modern existence."
He later goes on to say, "I'm
here to say that X is over ... the
media refers to anyone aged
thirteen to thirty-nine as Xers.
Which is only further proof
that |manyl never understood
that X is a term that defines not
a chronological age but was of
looking at the world."
Well, after all this exhaustive
research, I came to a serious,
logical, studied conclusion:
"Generation X" is simply a
buzzword for those too lazy to
take their fellow human beings
as they are: individuals, each
with their own tastes and
desires, wants and needs.

Ariel's back

The Little Mermaid is being re-released into theaters for a
limited time. For the complete story, see page nine.

Market Research Telephone
Interviewers Needed
It you are looking lor a great permanent part-time job working tor a
growing company, read on.
NFO Research, Inc., needs you to conduct market research surveys with
our pane! members. NFO panel members are located across the United
States and have agreed to do market research with NFO. These people
expect our call. There Is absolutely NO SELLING involved.
NFO Research otters:
•Flexible schedules you create your own regular schedule
•Pleasant office work environment
•Paid training
•Benefits package
•401 (k) and profit-sharing plans
•Pay-for-performance bonus
•Referral bonus
•90-day wage Increase
Starting wage is $5.75 per hour, with earning potential ol $6.50 per hour.
Minimum typing skills, customer service experience and pleasant phone
voice required.
Our operating hours are: 4:30 p m. to 1130 p.m. Monday-Friday
and 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturday & Sunday
We require a three-day minimum schedule with one of the days being
Saturday or Sunday. Tell us what is best for you. We want you to join our
team.
Stop by our office at 2700 Oregon Road in Northwood to complete an
employment application We are conveniently located off I-75 (exit 198).
NFO Research. Inc is an Equal Opportunity Employer

I
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Disney, 20th Century
Fox fight Toon Wars
Tom Denk
BG Entertainer

Smart Went Crazy
con art
(dischord)

3.5

EC80R
we can all be rich
(Digital Hardcorel)

2.5

Smart Went Crazy is a band thai
prefers to overload the inherent
beuaty of their music style with ugly,
jaded cynicism. In the end, the brutal
honesty of the lyrics mades them
different, and better than most
bands.
It'd be a mistake to expect
meaness from an independent label
band with a cellist. Especially from
Dischord, the label of nice guys like
Fugazi, and home of the ten dollars-

"You got a cold look in your eye/
D.C. will do that to you." The song
might be a methaphor for a million
things.
Other times, Clark is a flippant
and sarcastc critic who endulges in
mockery of rap ("it was a good day"),
desperation (hitting on a late-night
toll-booth lady), technophobia ("they
double click on your hand to remove
it"), and touching love-gone-bad
imagry ("I don't have time to make
you mix tapes anymore"). Cellist
so- he-kids-can-afford-it CD. It
Hillary Soldati contrubutes vocals on
would also be a mistake to expect a
the title track, a poem of a woman's
weeny band from such a rocking
revenge aganst the man who stole her
label.
Ceace of mind ("I don't say 'get your
Musically, Smart Went Crazy is
ands off me' to just anyone, she
instantly gratifying. Their songs
confesses).
string catchy, tricky riffs together. A
Revenge is a constant theme in
cello and bass driven tight part will
Smart Went Crazy's music. The
give way to volume and noise, in
album ends with a lengthy reprise of
unpredictable loud-to-quiet move"Now We're Even" which is incidenments.
tally the title track for their last
But the lyrics don't necessarily go album. Just plain nuts. It's that kind
with the complex music or reflect the of consistency that tells you Smart
loud /quiet thing. In fact if s hard to
Went Crazy has thought their
determine the mood in a Smart Went bittersweet theme out way in
Crazy song until the lyics come and
advance. They slug you with their
make sense out of everything. They
pain, and let you find the beauty
are not the kind of lyrics you can
later, as the songs grow on you. Soon,
tune out. They absolutely steal your
it's not a mean feeling you get at all.
attention from the music, and force
• By stripping the sophistication
you to deal with the words. This,
from techno, digital hardcore has
you will like.
raised the standards for annoyiong
Lyricist Chad Clark does not hide
music. The folks at Grand Royal
behind pretty words and imagrey.
(Beastie Boys) have been kind
He instead rums painfully real
enough to bring the Digital Hardcore
experiences and delusional
Recordings label to America, and kids
exagerrations into bitter sing-songs.
everwhere are eating it up.
There are two songs titled "D.C.
EC80R is the most obnoxious
will do that to you," which, although record I have ever heard. Yet,
separate tracks, fade into one
somehow its too meaninful to be
another. The first is the loudest
crap. After all, what's more approprirocker on the album. If you can
ate than the teen angst of punk rock
figure out the timing, you will
being played out on drum machines
definitely bang your head. It tells the and litle black computer boxes?
story of meeting a panhandler (what Guitars are trite and played out, if s
Clark calls a "human pop quiz").
time to move on. And there's
Gark asks the listener, who is
definately a technological revolution
deciding not to give change to the
to react to, isn't there?
panhandler, "do you feel uncomfortLike punks, ECSOR (who are a
able?/ maybe you should be." Going cute and trendy boy/girl duo) can't
by the title, Clark is clear about who
play their equiptment so well. In
he blames for the situation.
other words, as soon as they could
But as soon as you think the song
aford the crap, they probably
is just a morality play reminding us
recorded this record. This is poetry is
that we are sitting here listening to
motion, to use a bad cliche. What
artsy music while others beg for
better statement to make than "Hey,
money, the noise fades into a beatiful we are stealing your machines. Then,
melody and the transition to the next without even respecting them and
song is complete.
learning how to use them, we will
With the fade, the point of view
create meaningful music while
switches to that of the panhandler
mocking yours."
himself. We find him wise and
There is an elitist criticism of
profound, as he shows how the city
digital hardcore, which says "This
works against everyone. The same
Music Sucks. I don;t want to hear it."
thing that turned the panhandler
To them, the symbolism of it all
into "just ashes and crumbs" has also doesn't make up for this fact. Some
turned the passerby into a cold,
could argue that electronic music is
compasssionless soul. The song ends only good when it's well done and

Various Artists
Tibetan Freedom Concert
(capital/grand royal)

Various Artists
compositions from the hand

3.5

3.0

eleobrate as hell.
ECSOR's painful, screeching
vocals, laid over "used-to-be-agood-beat-before-we-killed it"
tracks might not be anything but
fun and novelty. And the anti-raver
ravers who make this music are
probably just as pretensions as
ravers. Definitely more selfrighteous (though we all could use
a little self-righteousness these
days). This comes inherent with
pissed off music anyway. Think
about ECSOR playing Salt-nPepa's "Push it" through distortion, while singing "Discriminate
against the next fashion sucker you
meet, it's a raver!"
Luckily, there's enough
intellegence in EC80R to give you
a bad-ass satisfaction when you
listen. The liner notes for the title
track read: "The information is like
the bank. All of us can be rich. Our
job is to rob the bank, to kill the
guards, you go out there and
destroy everybody." Sounds like a
manifesto to me.
•The Tibetan Freedom Concert
is a triple CD that covers three days
of a monster of a rock show. The
event, on two coasts, was organized to raise awareness of human
rights violations in Tibet. It's a
monumental box set, because it has
something for everybody.
The concert favors no genre of
popular music. Everyone from De
La Soul to Bjork played a set for
Tibet. And unlike most live things
you pay money to listen to on CD,
it sounds great.
I held my breath as Radiohead
broke into a sweet acoustic
version"Fake Plastic Trees," as well
as during the opening string
chords of Bjork's "Hyperballad."
But the most important thing it has
for everybody is its message.
It may be easy for musicians to
hop on political bandwagons. But
every time I see something as huge
as this with motives other than
making big money (i.e. Woodstock
II, the great blemish on the 20th
century), I am relieved. Looking at
the liner notes, these musicians are
sincere enoughto admire.
I am reminded of a letter written
to Grand Royal Magazine, aimed
specifically at the Beastie Boys
themselves. The writer was yelling
at the Boys for putting music
second to Adam Yauch (MCA)
"causes." He felt imposed on by
the issues like Buddhism and the
Free Tibet campaign. I would say to
this upset fan that Adam Yauch, a
ba-zillionaire, has every obligation
to turn himself outward and help
those less fortunate.

While Yauch lives his dreams out as
as an artist and an cultural
entrapreneur (and he has added a lot,
beleieve me), people in Tibet don't even
have the autonomy to dissent from a
government that is occupying their
land.
If Yauch was not obsessed by such
matters he would not be human. He
says himself in the liner notes that it is
the responsibility of youth culture to be
a watch dog for injustice.
If this is true, than it is double the
responsibility of people with such a
foothold in the media as Yauch has to
take a lead role in the watchdog thing.
This is a crucial time for a socially
conscious music world. Our generation
has been raised to be apathetic,
mindless consumers. The Tibetan
Freedom Concert makes its message
clear enough that it will be hard for
even the blindest consumers to not see
the intentions of the concert. And if it
becomes trendy to be politically
oriented, so be it. I couldn't think of a
better outlet for people's urge to fit in.
• Be it hand, mitten or whatever,
Michigan will always surprise you with
its wealth of musical talent. Bowling
Greeners take for granted that they
dwell just a hour and a half's journey to
the city where both soul and techno
were born, and less than an hour from a
college town full of musicians and
people who appreciate them.
An interesting chunk of Ann
Arbor's music scene is reprsented on
Compositions from the Hand. Seventeen different recording artists, mostly
from a single college town ... makes one
quite jealous.
All the songs are impressive in some
way, but there are obvious show
stealers. The Catcus Music song that
opens the album could easily pass for
120 Minutes material, if MTV still had
good taste.
The compilation flows on with less
intersting, but still noteworthy pop
songs from Diamomnd Star Halo and
Getaway Cuiser. Then it hits this five
song block of moody intrsoective
intrumental pieces. There seems to be a
common thread that runs through the
Morsel, Perplexa, Scheme and Gondolier track. They each have some
electronic intrumentation, slow heavy
beats and improvisational melody
leads.
And they're all very interesting,
especially Morsel's rid-bit, which is
probably a outtake for them, though it
would be a shining star for other bands
(Morsel is that good).
A sad, violin driven track by
Flashpap'r smooths out the end of the
CD, leaving a listener, especially one
who lives as close to Ann Arbor as I do,
feeling very optimistic.

For most University students,
cartoons are a way of life.
"South Park." "The Simpsons."
"King of the Hill." These shows
have altered more than one
students' schedule so they won't
be missed.
But for many other students,
cartoons such as "The Lion
King" and "Aladdin" line the
shelves of their video collections.
The loyalties of these students
will be put to the test as Disney
and 20th Century Fox initiate the
Toon Wars this weekend.
In an attempt to dethrone
Disney in the box-office struggle
for cartoon revenue, 20th
Century Fox and their directing/producing team of Don
Bluth and Gary Goldman
(former Disney animation team)
will premeire their first animated feature, "Anastasia" this
weekend, while Disney
rereleases "The Little Mermaid."
Disney claims the Mermaid's
rerelease is nothing unusual,
and is just meant to grab some
winter movie season revenue.
20th Century Fox feels Disney
is trying to sabatoge their

P rrSY^\U*0 SPRING CONCERTn \Y2V~\
^MJLK^/ WHO DO YOU WANT? VStflK^
Please check off your top 5 choices
Barenaked Ladies
_ Blues Traveler
_ Fugees
Gin Blossoms

_ IndlgoflWs
_LLCoolJ
_ Matchbox 20
_ Mighty Mighty Bosstones

_ RustedRoot
_ Puff Daddy

FREE

Turkey Club SuperMelt
With the purchase of
another SuperMelt
rh« axpon am M uMd ** in atmaaaut a pmmnt aim
CWo»a>e«ip«linip««*. -lM*ti*XM'*w*ia>iat» 60IH

1027 N. Main St.
Bowling Green
£n>u« 11/30/97

The Verve Pipe

Insurance

^— inc i Iran

/Mulli-policy;
• Good driver/student; &
• AAA Member discounts'

Diana E»Mk
sales
Representative

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Summer & Fall of 1998
Houses and Apartments
Brochures Are Available!
319 E. Wooster

21st
'Brian

Ride "em
Cowboy!
ONE ITEM PIZZAS
Small - S4
Medium -S5
Large - $6

1 Large 1 Item pizza

* Thurs . Fri. & Sal. 10:30p.m.lo Close Only J

$500

(Extra cheese A ittmt available at an
It^TT. . additional charge. Please mention thu
-lyr^i- special whtn ordering. Eipiret 12-J1-97

ikk
I

I 2 Liters or Breadsticks |
■

352-6553

9fcppy

each!

|(5MT"'-'

"

■

'

*E*"' <"••** * "tmi available at *
eddittonal charge Plaate mention thu
ipcoel whenordenng Expire* 12 11 97

I

(MONDAY & TUESDAY)
I 2 Medium 1 Item Pizzas |
I

$850

Order of 6 with sauce or-add cheese for

[ iug
just 50c more!
It-^r*'n "••*• mention thu special when
,. ordering. Expire* 12-31*7

*,— -_

(Extra cheese A item* available at *n
additional charge Please mention thu
I
ipecial when ordering. Expires 12-11-97.

FREE DELIVERY

Tracy Chapman

Limited delivery area.
Minimum order required.

_ Wallflowers

Please return completed surveys to the UAO Office 330
Union by Friday, November 14. Thank you!

Serving AAA Members
& non-members.
AAA Travel/Insurance Center
Call or stop by
26611 N. Dixie Hwy, Perrysburg for a free quote
comparison!
872-04 54 or 800/428-0060

J"LATE~i7l GHT SPECIAL]

$125

Offering quality
Auto, Home, RV,
Renters, Life,
Commercial, 6c
Longtcrm Care
Coverage

'Mtmtrri mmi mtti itnom rrywi'rawMi

_ Toad the Wet Sprocket

Other

Qjfruend£y.

Automobile Club Insurance Agency of Toledo, Inc

H

Shawn Cohin (solo)

Regardless of the upcoming
weeks' outcomes, the two
companies are preparing for
more competition. Dreamworks
SKG plans on entering the Toon
Wars next Thanksgiving..

Tight On Funds? *£g
Split it With a Friend4f

■ Reminds
T)f^ You fo
i>VJ Be Safe
NEWS
■" The
Snow
T

picture. Temperatures are
rising.
Dennis Quaid, who's wife
Meg Ryan has the female vocal
lead in Anastasia, is currently
filming the Disney remake of
"The Parent Trap." Disney
wouldn't give him a day off to
see the premeire in New York,
so he flew from L.A. to New
York and back to L.A. all in one
day.
"The Little Mermaid" is back
for a 17 day run beginning
Friday. The rerelease marks
both the best and worst of
Disney. Families and children
love the movies, while the rest
of the country grows sour on
the marketing campaigns that
bludgeons America with every
Disney release.
With "Anastasia," 20th
Century Fox appears to begin
drawing audiences with big
names, with Ryan, John Cusak
and Angela Lansbury. Disney
hopes digitalizing their movie
leads to big bucks.

G49T Of
WcHIC/IGO
PIZZrl COMPrWY

352-3080
1068 N. Main
®

(Next to Kroger's)

I
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B G S U Gospel Choir
Presents Saturday Night Live
Featuring: Univ ol Toledo's Gospel Choir
November 15.1997

The BG News
Classified
Ads

Time: 7:30pm
Lenhan Grand Ballroom. University Union
Admission FREE
For more mtormaoon call 3720162

372-6977

Call Now
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Carl WoH Studios aril be on campus this week
taking senior portraits from 10-6 daily. Call
3724634 lo schedule your sirang Seniors
graduating in Dec. May A August should atland The $6 sitting lee can be buna/ad Por
traits taken m 26 West Hall (basement)

■n*BGNe«»*illi*oilm>wm(l) *«pl■dveniMmenu
i^lvi*ldar(ioupw«iSeb»..o(rm:e.*».i.ok)...f«J
HIIJKXI natxMal orijtn. w«u4l onenumw. Ji**Mir>.
MM « • veteran, i* no ihe beau iJ .«> odio kjalr,
prouticd viaiui
The BG New* rocrtc* ihe nshi to Joline. ducoMiHUC
or rc*iM M> advemiemcni wch M WM lound to be
delunuory. I*kmp in fattuaJ barn. mi«k»Jin| in false
ID naUrc All «Jveni*emenn are wfijeH U» editing and
approval

Panama City's Spring Break Headquarters
Only $39 per person Restrictions apply.

1-600-224-4653
ml Spring Break Bahamas Parry Cruise1 6
days $2791 Includes meals, free parties' Gel a
group - Go Freel Prices increase soon • Save
$501 aprlngbreaklraval com 1-600^6786366

Pre-departure Orientation
If you are studying abroad duimg spnng semester 1996. please allend one ol Ihe follow-

CAMPUS EVENTS

ing sessions: Wednesday. November 19 from
8.00-10 00pm or Saturday, November 22 from
lOOOam-1200 noon Both sessons are in
1104 Offenhauer West Call 372 0309 with

queslions

Thursday. November 20th
430pm
Student Union-Town Room

Sponsorad by UAO
Questions? Call 372-7164

Questions'' Call 372-7164
Sponsored by UAO

CITY EVENTS

HSA General Meeting
FREE FOOD'
Thanksgiving Themel
Monday.Nov l7@9ISpm
in Tha Honors Canter
below Tha Sundial

This Sunday Nov 16th @2 00pm
Come to the tirst ever reading from
BG News Columnist Tom Mather's
The Cheeaeburger Philosophy
at Grounds For Thought

Interested m tunes and laughs7
M*. Raybum
Musician and Comedian

SERVICES OFFERED

Friday. November 21 st
eoo-gsopm
Kraiaohar Silver River Cafe
FREEIII

American Heart i
Association.^

Tkt
•Bfoktdotrt, Thface

SBX'SBX'SBX

Wool Hats $10
Wool Gloves $6
Wool Sweaters $38

PERSONALS

• Splash Body Glitter •
New Hair Accesories •
Hemp Clothing • Space
Ghost Tee Shirts • Black
light posters • Wide
Selection of Cigars •

•"SPRING BREAK TAKE 2" Organize
group1 Sen 15 Take 2 Free Jamaica, Cancun. Bahamas. Panama City. Key West Day
tone. Barbados. Padre ft More. Free Parties.
Eats a Drinks. Sun Splash Tours
t 800426-7710
••WIASEL—
Dear Jennifer,
Congratulations on your new job'
We all |U8t wanted to say how proud
we are of you i We knew you could do W
We wsl miss youl
Love. Tony. Angle. Mike, t Shirley
—WEASEL—

SPRING BREAK '98 • PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA

Your ticket to
Spring Break
Paradise-

xo—xo—xo—xo—xo

WANTED
l female subleaser Bag house, very close to
campus 372-5387
1 Graduation ticket needed
Call 372-5677

1 or 2 sublessees for Jsn to May lor 2 bedroom
apL on Fourth St. Pay only alec, lights*
S425/mo Call 352-9758
1 Subleaser needed tor Spnng Semester.
Good location, own bedroom, washer a dryer
Call 352-3488 Ask for Andrew
1 Ticket for Dec 20th Graduation
Wil pay lor Meet ft phone call
Tina Pribulski 440 3556125

Limited supply Vise/Mastercard Accepted
Call Now
SENIOR PORTRArTS
Carl Won Studios will be on campus this week
taking senior portraits from 10-8 daily. Call
372^834 lo schedule your sitting Seniors
graduating in Dec.. May A August should attend The te siting fee can be buiared Portraits taken m 28 West Hall (basement)

1 to 2 subieasers needed.
Call Chns or Brian @3S2-2472
3 Graduation tickets for December
Will pay cash Call David 970-484-6744

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLI
CATIONS DUE GET INVOLVED IN INTRA
MURALS" APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR SPRING 1998 PICK UP
APPLCATION IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE
AND RETURN TO IM OFFICE OF NOVEW
BER 17. 1997 INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED.
BASED ON A FIRST COME. FIRST SERVED
BASIS

Need 2 graduation Eckels
Will pay Can April at 354-1354
Need 4 Graduation tickets
Will pay 3S4-0220
Need Graduation Tickets
Call Mike at 354-1292
Will pay r

Josh Kirk
Welcome backi
We missed you1
Love. The Pi Phi's

Need Graduation Tickets
Pleasa Call
352-7164
Need Graduation Tickets
Call Mike 0354-0444

Kappa Sig ' DZ' Kappa S.g ■ DZ
Congratulations Kappa Sigma
on winning DZvolleyballli'
You guys rock
DZ Coach Diana
Kappa Sig' DZ' Kappa Sig" DZ

One Subleaser needed ASAP
Thru June for new duplex. Lg kitchorVkving
room and bedroom Very close lo campus.
353 5144

Kyle Lynn Russ
You make your mother proud
Well be sisters to. the weekend
Chi Omega
Yours Forever
50 year reunion
LOVE. MOM
Need Graduation Tickets
Please call ASAP 352 5300
Ask tor Alyson - will pay

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
ADOPTION IS AN OPTION
A warm, caring couple will give your baby a lifetime of leva, security ft wonderful opportunities. Pleasa call Karol ft Rob at
i 800 292 5363 or call 1-800-927-7222 ft ask
(or Karol ft Rob's profile of information.

' Listings available lor 94-99
WIH mail or you pick up at
316 1 Merry SO 353-0325

orientaMn meeBng al Ihe Wieti
Alumni Center on Nov I7ai9l5pm.
AM interested seniors welcome Help
us make our markll Questions caj 2-7699
■ EVONDstG
CRLHSE SNIP A LAND TOUR EMPLOYMENT ■ Discover how lo work in exotic locations, meet fun people, while earning a Irving m
these exciting industnesl For employment \r\tormaPon.caJI 517-336-0671 Exi.CSS441
Dancers - Now hiring lor the
*i Gentlemen's Club m Toledo.
Travel A magazine modeling available
De)aVu4l9-531-0079
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT • Discover
how to work si Amenca'l Parks, Forests A
Wildlife Preserves Competitive wages » bonuses! Seasonaty ear-round. For employment
information, call. (517) 324-306! exi NS5441
Pizza Hut Now Hinng shift managers. Both locations Good pay Benefits. Appfy in person.
1502E Wooiter
VEHCH.E AIDE Looking for a career and not
iusl a job7 Monitoring adults and children while
in transport with mental retards
non/developmenial disabilities is a rewarding
and challenging career opportuniry. Sub positions available. 7:00am • 900am and 2:30pm •
4:30pm. Mon. - Fn. Salary $6 50 hourly. Experience not required Apolicanon may be obtained from the Wood County Board of
MR/DD. Entrance B, 11160 E Gypty Lane
Road. BG B OOam - 4 30pm. EOE
VEHICLE OPERATOR Looking for a career
and not just a |0b? Providing transportation to
adults with mental -etard at ©^developmental
disabilities is a rewording and challenging career opportunity. Will train to secure School
but COL Sub positions available, 7:00am r 9:00am and 2:30pm - 4 30pm. Mon. • Fn
Salary 90.00 hour. Application may be obtained from the Wood County Board of
MR/DD Ent B. 11160 Easy Gypsy Lane Road,
430pm EC€
BG 6 00am-4:30pm.

WAfffTAffWlWTU.
IrTfrl

Gladraux Catering, a large calenng company in
Toledo is seeking wailslafl We otter part-time
shifts and flenble hours Pay is based on experience. Please cal Dana at (419)473-3003 between 9 OOam 3 00pm Monday-Friday tar
more informaDon
Warned 100 students Lose > - 100 lbs New
metabolism braakfirough. Dr. recommended
Guaranteed. $30 coal. Free gill.
1 800«5e-O916

WANTED
3 DEC GRADUATION
TICKETS-Will pay $
Call Jen 353-7905

r—

/ Free Passes to the Super Clubs
(we're next door to 'em, loo\)
/ Daily Activities & Giveaways!

86 Chevy S 10 Pick Up truck, long bed 4 cylinder, new uras. brakes, shocks. $1800 or best
oflat. Call at (419)8o8-6208

1-800-224-GULF
^•ya*»>aa .«*■**
^ party on my mind•1450 V Ihomji Dnvf
Panama City Beach. Honda 32408
(800) 224-CULr / (8501 234-3484
w.B0ARD>XALKBEAO1REM)RT com

'fatsot ail taMd on MI fanon swill »t(ut. 7 mast iMnaa tie/
•220 00 lernray eseei * si 'heck m IWM uik « eafct <vt oi*>

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW: www.SPRINGBREAK98.com

*y

Pfzzo]

Subieasers NEEDED: Two bedroom (fits two
a) tour), two hall bath. Dishwasher Furnished.
Central air 585 par month.

££H«» /<'! llH'.llH'i^
PG

Dafr7:TOS«SinM*2ffl4J(

THE FULL MONTY

Six •*.••>. With
_
Mtbleia to IsMia. [«]

DaJy9J0Fri9J0&OlTtt
EvoyStf
12 iMklwglit
MallSs^^BTataf
Fne Movie After Par** 11,42
.aaaaaa

CALL US!
353-MEGA

For Sale 1990 Honda Civic LX
Very Good Conoilion, Air, Automatic
Asking $40000 BO
419-332-4472 after 6:30pm
Mobil Home For Sale- Weston
14 i 65 Very good condition
$8900 Owner financing available
800 0668-3393

(6 3 4 2)

1616 E. WOOSTER

3Z«
FREE Delivery or 15Mm pickup

$5.99#l

I Know What You Did (R)
5:10

7:25

One Large One hem Pizza .

9:45

Mad City (PG-13)
5:30 7:45

DM I'DISH SI 00 EXTRA NOT
VALID WITH ANY OTHER
OFI-fcR EXPIRES I 6 98

10:10

Red Corner (R)

I
I
,

MEGA DEAL

420 XM»
Devil's Advocate (R)

$8.99

7:00
Tha Jackal (R)

Any Size Pizza

4:30 7:10 9:55

|

With Up To 9 Items

Box Ollice opens al 4.00p.m.
Pa*tv Sai ' 'AM

|

DEEP DISH II EXTRA DOUBLE
CHEESE EXTRA NOT VAI ID « AS\

Management Inc. -

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER I
OFFER EXPIRES 1-6-W

I 2nd pizza I
S5 00

• limited lima

1

• not vatd with any othar offar

1

$12.99^
I

>30lw*SI.'.TOii:'>wje«.
Ibdrm, go* heal, A/C starting ol
433tW%c./ga» call .
353-5800
,

addition.il loppings $1.00
limited lime
not v.ilid wilh any other ol

• no coupon necessary

Managemaitlnc.
610 N. Main, avoit Jon I itonly 15 mln waft tocompus, 1
bedroom, y»l nwriW Ui n»«.
t^ohborTWoa1, $310+aosvmo.
cal.

353-5900

—J

DOUBLE LARGE

Sfitiancy' apt. 215 E Pot«, lew).
on $tVilarts at J230/ITKS. (avail.
Jon.) 353-5800

cheese S one topping

1

l,J£_

Two Large Two Item
Pizzas

Management Inc.

MEDIUM
PIZZA

.

U.if.K.. C..I.I. A.
One Order of Twisty Bread

1045 N. MAIN ST.

FREE
DELIVERY

2 Large pizzas
cheese & one topping

,

One Medium Two Item Pizza.

Stop by 1045 H. Muin for tram

Management Inc.

FOOTBALL -%
SPECIAL Wr

|
I

$9.99

Slort lha New Year in. a new place.

353-0044

SPECl

• no coupon nacassary

Subleaser wanted tar spnng and summer semesters 1 bedroom apartment in Hilisdale
Complex $350/mo. Cal 354-1302

FALCON COMBO
aJSay.,
">orco>

99

$-(2"

Storage Aval. 5x10- I0x30units.
Call 354-2280

■ ITHIK 11111 K lAI'lHHA I to**

No coupon naxrMMrv
Not valid Urrfth any other off or
€*»« I 31 oa

Call us loll free to reserve
your spot at this year's
Spring Break HQ's!

Roommates needed now and second semesler Own room Call 353-0325

Computer tor Sale
486 MulrJMedia CompVsls System
Internet ready $435
Upright Freezer tor Sale $75
Bobs? 688-3393

XLARGE SIZE

10

NOW RENTING
1RM SPRING SEMESTER
Call 352-8378 for into

LARGE PEP

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

CH€€S€&
2 TOPPINGS

$

NOW AVAILABLE
1 S 2 BEDROOM APTS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 352 9378 FOR RATES

5:35 7:35 8:35

LARGE
PIZZA

/ Gulf Front Accommodations

Houses A Duplexes tar '96- V9 school year
t to 4 person homes available
12 month leasas only starting in May
Sieve SmiBi 352 8917 (no cans atler Bpm)

Mention this ad when ordering

ARematfveCtothina •WinerWear
• BeadeoVHemp Jewelry • Imported Ci9ars
• Clove Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Tapestries • Stickers • Posters •
200+ Tees • Patchwork Pants • HaV Glitter
(Sold 4 $irver)4 wide assortment of
washable colors • 8ody Purifiers (100%
guaranee) •leather - padded wool socks
•Scented oils & lotions •

',
/
/

'*S*S*S'*SSS*/SSS

Female Subleaser Wanted $ 168mo
Close to campus. Cal 353-2181

Tha Little Mermaid (G)

352-5166 I

' NO VaW Wlti Any Other Oft* • E<n 12(31

704 Second St Newly constructed kj 3 BR
2bath house, immediate occupancy Tenants
pay al utilities; dishwasher provided and laundry hookupa in ulil room. Range and refrigerator negotiable Deposit $775, rent $775. NO
PET SI Call John Newtove Real Estate al
354-2260

9QHAQS

/• 7" 1 Item Pizza
FOR '
^•HugeBreadsticks
'
/•SmallSub
<fc* 7C/
^•7 Wings
S>**« ' & '
'• 4 Ivtozzarella Cheese Sticks/
/ JUST ASK! SPECIAL! /
/
FREE DELIVERY
/
/
/
/
/
Open 4 pm
/
',
Lunch weekend* /

^~^

1-4 subieasers needed tor next semester.
2 blocks from campus. Call 3S4-2427

The Domino's Meal Plan

'CHOOSE ANY 2 '',

'

1 bedroom in Duplex house ml yard. Sub
leaser needed by Dae. 1st. $440 per month including el utilities. Contact Justin or Karyn @
353-5288

FOR SALE

85 Chevy Chevette Gray. No Rust $500 or
beeiofler 354 8000

Two subieasers needed tor Spnng. House on
East Court Street. Close to campus and bars
Please call 353 tg2i

■84 Chrysler LaBaron Convertible looks great
Runs great, needs a new top. Cal tor in
ro3?3 0044

FOR RENT

Subleaser needed immediately lo fill one room
in a two bedroom apt. Rent $258. mo Only pay
encmoty Please call 353-0379

Subieasers needed lor spring semester
Perfect location/ cheap rent
Call Came 352 8788

Powerfiook 520 12/500/19 2. $635 ♦ tax
PowerBook 170 A/200/14.4. $665 * tax
PowerBook 170 8/60/14 4. $406 * tax
Call Paul at 353-7285

The Senior Advisory Council is
looking lor SENIOR LEADERS
lo work on Ihe Beyond BG Senior
Challenge. There will be an

1994 Honda Helix
(Scooier) For Sale
Cell 353-8127

Subleaser needed tor 1 bdrm. apt. w/ AC A
pool Village Green Apia. Jan • Aug. Pels allowed. Call 352-7184

Ponoac Firebird % 24.000 miles. Asking for
$13,500 - can bargain FuHy loaded Please
cal 354-5316

■EYONOtO
ATTENTION ALL ORGANIZATIONS

Roommates needed now ft second semester
Own Room
353-0325

Subleaser Wanted New Frazea Apis.
3 bdrm. 2 bath, fireplace, 3 other
roomam. Call tor into. 352-2803

Phi Tau • DZ • Pis Tau • DZ
JP. Toman, Springer, Chns. Kern. A Tilas
Congratulations on Second Place on
the DZ volleyball tournamentH
Love.
DZ Coach Nikki
Pin Tau • DZ • Phi Tau' DZ

'98 Porty Package includes:

i

Bartender. Exp pref. Part time on a regular
bans. Appry btwn. 2 A 4. Mon. • Fri. Elks Club
200 Campbell mi Rd.

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSf,

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon- Sat 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

f%ff

Welcome home
Akjmnil

Call 354-9890

YOURSELF FROM ATTACK
ORDER
PERSONAL SIZE PEPPER SPRAY. (1141
plue
$ l . « 5
S ft H
SENC
CHECK MO MC.VISA DISCOVER
TO: L.J. ENTERPRISE, P O. BOX 6284.
TOLEDO, OH 43614. INCLUDE PHONi
NUMBER

SBX-SBX'SBX
Personalized
Graduation Announcements
48 hour service
Mi nimum order of 15
Free class of 1997 mug w/ even/ order
Stop in 6 see us" 353-7732

•

CABLE TVDESCRAMBLEflKITS
Get all the channels only $14 95

PROTECT

9QhAQ8

Congratulations
CHI OMEGA
on 50 years Ol
E«cellence
at Bowling Green

Attention Mwionry Students.
CSU is holding their 10th Annual
MIDWEST REGIONAL
MINORITY CAREE R FAIR
Friday. Nov 14.1907 from 9am- 3pm
in tha CSU Physical Education Building
For more into can Okvia @ 2 2501
or CSU Career Services @ 216 687 2233

Pregnant'?
FREE Pregnancy Testa
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354^673 BG P-ennancy Canter

If you are what you cat,
why not cut hack on fat?

1947-ig»7

$1500 weekly potential mailing our aricutars
Fre<informaPon.Call4i0-347-147S.

1947-1997

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Backpacks. Sleeping bags, hiking boots.
Walerproof'b'eathabie rainwear & skiwear
tents. Rockciimbing. canoes, kayaks
Clmics and trips now available
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd Waterville. OH
(419)8783700
www theCanoeshop com

Sponsorad by UAO
Questions??? Call 372 7164

$1000 • POS3JILE TYPING Pwi Time. Al
Home.ToH Fra« 1-800-21*9000 EM. T-2076
kvlitflnga.

xo—xo—xo—xo*-xo

AOIIAOIIAOII
HeyAOII's
Only one more day and you wsl see
|ust how fun the CR Retreat will be
There's lots m store.
just you wait.
this weekend is going to be great'
AOII AOII AOII

_^^___

UAO Weekend Film
AIR FORCE ONE
Fnday and Saturday
November 14th & November 15th
8 00pm and 11:00pm
111 Oscamp
$2 00 Admission

FINAL DAYS
FINAL DAYS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRArTS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
ENO THURSDAY
END THURSDAY
Seniors graduating in Dae . May or August
should can 372-6634 lo schedule your silting If
you wars unable lo gal an appointmant last
time- call now. Tha $6 sitting laa can bachargad mrough the Bursar. Portraits ara taken m
tha Kay Yearbook office- 26 Waal HalKbasemanl) duly from I0am-6pm

VOICE MAIL available on campus
call 354 6688 tor more information

Alpha Gamma Dens
The woman ol AOD welcome
their Alpha Gam Canadian Sisters
onSalurdayi
Alpha Gamma MM

Study AbroecVFInanclel AM Heeling
come learn how your financial aid package applies to your study abroad experience Thissesson will be held on Thursday. November
20 from 200-3 00pm in tha Capital Room m
the Union Call 372 0309 with questions

$5 00 par parson
Sign up in 330 Student Union

HELP WANTED

AGO'AGO'AGO
Congratulations lo Jan Zoii. Kim Morrow, Julie
Sprang, Dana Hampton, and Jana Meyer for
being selected for Order of Omega. Great
tobAGO ' AGO • AGO

Student Alumni Association
Extern Experience Intormative Meelingi
Tuesday Nov 18.9:15pm, 101 BA
Gam practical work experience in your
major held of study"

Do you know what lo do in an emergency?
TH. HELP ARRIVES

URGENTI
Need Graduation Tickets - Win pay
Ce»Chrie.372-S773

Wanted 1 ticket tor Dec 20th Graduation
Please Help
372 5387

1111 Spnng Break Cancun 6 Jamaica $379
Book Early • Savel Gat a group - Go Freel
Panama City $1291 South Beach (Bars Close
Sam) $1291 spnngbreaklraval.com
1 600-6766368

Ad Club Social
FndayNov 14.7pmalBW-3
Bring a tnendi"
Everyone Welcome

The BG New», a. a forum open in ihe puMsc. recogfure*
the impouiWrty <■< pre*enttn| all ol thu type o/ adverMMg and iherelore encouncca our reader* to beware
Alwayi be familiar -iih a huvrstM Scion? ending money
orprovidinf penonal credit information Plctue remember, if it aotraeb too good lo be true, it probabl} it

Friday, November 14, 1997

DEEP DISH 11 EXTRA NOT VAUD
wrm ANY O™ER OPPER
PXPIKKS I

.

DOUBLE MEDIUM

$10,999
Two Medium Two Item
Pizzas

'♦

nil I'DIMI i. FJTTRA NOT VALID
*TTH ANY OTHER OPPER
EXPIRES I * n

We accept competitors' coupons
for like Product & Service

\

.1.

